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Abstract
We present a formal model for qualitative spatial reasoning with cardinal directions
utilizing a co-ordinate system. Then, we study the problem of checking the consistency
of a set of cardinal direction constraints. We introduce the first algorithm for this problem, prove its correctness and analyze its computational complexity. Using the above
algorithm, we prove that the consistency checking of a set of basic (i.e., non-disjunctive)
cardinal direction constraints can be performed in O(n5 ) time. We also show that the
consistency checking of a set of unrestricted (i.e., disjunctive and non-disjunctive) cardinal direction constraints is N P-complete. Finally, we briefly discuss an extension to
the basic model and outline an algorithm for the consistency checking problem of this
extension.
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Introduction

Qualitative spatial reasoning has received a lot of attention in the areas of Geographic Information Systems [Fal95, Fra92, Fre92], Artificial Intelligence [CDFH97, Fal95, MJ90, RCC92,
CCR93, RN99, Ren99], Databases [Pap94a] and Multimedia [SYH94]. Qualitative spatial
∗
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reasoning problems have recently been posed as constraint satisfaction problems and solved
using traditional algorithms, e.g., path-consistency [RN99]. One of the most important problems in this area is the identification of useful and tractable classes of spatial constraints and
the study of efficient algorithms for consistency checking, minimal network computation and
so on [RN99]. Several kinds of useful spatial constraints have been studied so far, e.g., topological constraints [Ege91, Fal95, Ben97, CCR93, RCC92, RN99, Ren99], cardinal direction
constraints [Lig98, GE00a, SK02] and qualitative distance constraints [Fra92, Zim93].
In this paper, we concentrate on cardinal direction constraints [GE00a, Lig98, Pap94a].
Cardinal direction constraints describe how regions of space are placed relative to one another
utilizing a co-ordinate system (e.g., region a is north of region b). Currently, the model of
Goyal and Egenhofer [GE97, GE00a] and Skiadopoulos and Koubarakis [SK01, SK04] is one
of the most expressive models for qualitative reasoning with cardinal directions. The model
that we will present in this paper is closely related to the above model but there is a significant
difference. The model of [GE97, GE00a, SK01, SK04] basically deals with extended regions
that are connected and have connected boundaries while our approach allows regions to be
disconnected and have holes. The regions that we consider are very common in Geography,
Multimedia and Image Databases [BDBV00, CDFC95, SYH94]. For example, countries are
made up of separations (islands, exclaves, external territories) and holes (enclaves) [CDFC95].
We will study the problem of checking the consistency of a given set of cardinal direction
constraints in our model. Checking the consistency of a set of constraints in a model of spatial
information is a fundamental problem and has received a lot of attention in the literature
[Lig98, Pap94a, RN99]. Algorithms for consistency checking are of immediate use in various
situations including:
• Propagating relations and detecting inconsistencies in a given set of spatial relations
[Lig98, RN99].
• Preprocessing spatial queries so that inconsistent queries are detected or the search
space is pruned [PAK98].
The technical contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
1. We present a formal model for qualitative reasoning about cardinal directions. This
model is related to the model of [GE97, GE00a, SK01, SK04] and is currently one
of the most expressive models for qualitative reasoning with cardinal directions. The
proposed model formally defines cardinal direction relations on extended regions that
can be disconnected and have holes. The definition of a cardinal direction relation uses
two types of constraints: order constraints (e.g., a < b) and set-union constraints (e.g.,
a = a1 ∪ a2 ).
2. We use our formal framework to study the problem of checking the consistency of
a given set of cardinal direction constraints in the proposed model. We present the
first algorithm for this problem and prove its correctness. The algorithm is interesting
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and has a non-trivial step where we show how to avoid using explicitly the obvious
but computational costly set-union constraints resulting from the definition of cardinal
direction relations.
3. We present an analysis of the computational complexity of the consistency checking
problem for cardinal direction constraints. We show that the aforementioned problem
for a given set of basic (i.e., non-disjunctive) cardinal direction constraints in n variables
can be solved in O(n5 ) time. Moreover, we prove that checking the consistency of a
set of unrestricted (i.e., disjunctive and non-disjunctive) cardinal direction constraints
is N P-complete.
4. Finally, we consider the consistency checking problem of a set of cardinal direction
constraints expressed in an interesting extension of the basic model and outline an
algorithm for this task. This extension considers not only extended regions but also
points and lines.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we survey related work.
Section 3 presents the cardinal direction relations and constraints of our model. In Section 4,
we discuss the consistency checking of a set of basic cardinal direction constraints (expressed
in the model of Section 3) and we present the first algorithm for this task. Section 5 studies
the computational complexity of the consistency checking problem of basic and unrestricted
sets of cardinal direction constraints. In Section 6, we outline algorithms for the consistency
checking for an interesting extension of the basic cardinal direction model that we have
already completed. Finally, Section 7 offers conclusions and proposes future directions.

2

Related Work

Qualitative spatial reasoning forms an important part of the commonsense reasoning required
for building successful intelligent systems [Dav90]. Most researchers in qualitative spatial
reasoning have dealt with three main classes of spatial information: topological, directional
and distance. Topological constraints describe how the boundaries, the interiors and the
exteriors of two regions relate [Ege91, CCR93, RCC92, Ben97, RN99, Ren99]. For instance,
if a and b are regions then a includes b and a externally connects with b are topological
constraints. Directional (or orientation) constraints describe where regions are placed relative
to one another [Fre92, Fal95, Pap94a, AEG94, Lig98, GE00a, SK01, SK02]. For instance,
a north b and a southeast b are directional constraints. Finally, distance constraints describe
the relative distance of two regions [Fra92, Zim93]. For instance, a is far from b and a is
close to b are distance constraints.
In this paper, we concentrate on cardinal direction constraints [GE00a, Lig98, Pap94a,
SK01]. Earlier qualitative models for cardinal direction relations approximate a spatial region
by a representative point (most commonly the centroid) or by a representative box (most
commonly the minimum bounding box) [Fra92, Fre92, Gue89, Lig98, MJ90, Pap94a].
3

Depending on the particular spatial configuration these approximations may be too crude
[GE97, GE00a]. Thus, expressing direction relations on these approximations can be misleading and contradictory (related observations are made in [Tve81, MFH+ 99, PO03]). For
instance, with respect to the point-based approximation Spain is northeast of Portugal. Most
people would agree that “northeast” does not describe accurately the relation between Spain
and Portugal on a map (see Figure 1a). Similar examples are very common in geography.
Consider also the direction relation between Ireland and the U.K. (Figure 1b). Summarizing, there is a demand for the formulation of a model that expresses direction relations
between extended objects that overcomes the limitations of the point-based and box-based
approximation models.
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Figure 1: Problems with point and minimum bounding box approximations
With the above problem in mind, Goyal and Egenhofer [GE97, GE00a] and Skiadopoulos
and Koubarakis [SK01, SK04] presented a model in which we can express the cardinal direction relation of a region a with respect to a region b, by approximating b (using its minimum
bounding box) while using the exact shape of a. Informally, the above model divides the
space around the reference region b, using its minimum bounding box, into nine areas and
records the areas where the primary region a falls into (Figure 1c). This gives the direction relation between the primary and the reference region. Relations in the above model
are clearly more expressive than point and box-based models. The model of [GE00a, SK01]
deals with connected regions with a connected boundary. The model that we will present
in Section 3, is a variation of the original model of [GE00a, SK01] that allows regions to be
disconnected and have holes. Such regions are very common in Geography, Multimedia and
Image Databases [BDBV00, CDFC95, SYH94]. For instance, the U.K. is made up from two
separated territories: Northern Ireland and Great Britain (Figure 1b).
The consistency checking problem has been studied in detail for all the above classes
of spatial constraints. For instance, consistency checking has been examined in great extent for topological constraints [GPP95, RN99], point-based direction constraints [Lig98]
and box-based direction constraints [BCdC99, Gue89]. Apart form spatial relations, consistency checking has also been studied for other qualitative relations. For example, Nebel and
Bürckert [NB95] consider this problem for the 13 interval relations of Allen [All83] and van
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Beek [vB92] for the relations of point algebra.
Typically, for the above cases, the consistency checking problem has been posed as a
constraint satisfaction problem and solved using traditional algorithms like path-consistency
[RN99]. For all the above qualitative (spatial and temporal) models, checking the consistency
of a set of constraints can be done with a path-consistency method based on composition.
Unfortunately, in the case of cardinal direction relations studied in this paper, composition
cannot be used to decide consistency [SK04]. In the following section, we will first formally
define cardinal direction constraints and then present a direct algorithm that checks the
consistency of a given set of cardinal direction constraints.

3

A Formal Model for Cardinal Direction Information

We consider the Euclidean space <2 . Regions are defined as non-empty and bounded sets of
points in <2 . Let a be a region. The projection of region a on the x-axis, denoted by Πx (a),
is defined as the set of the x-coordinates of all the points in a. Similarly, we can define the
projection of region a on the y-axis, denoted by Πy (a). The projection on the x-axis (or
y-axis) of a disconnected region is, in general, a bounded set of real numbers. If a region is
connected then its projection on the x-axis (respectively y-axis) forms a single interval on
the x-axis (respectively y-axis).
A real number m ∈ <, is a lower bound of a set of real numbers I iff m ≤ x for all x ∈ I.
If some lower bound of I is greater than every other lower bound of I, then it is called the
greatest lower bound or the infimum and is denoted by inf (I). Similarly, we can define the
least upper bound or the supremum of a set of real numbers I, denoted by sup(I) [Lip65].
The infimum and the supremum of a set of real numbers are called its endpoints.
For clarity, we will denote the greatest lower bound of the projection of region a on the
x-axis (i.e., inf (Πx (a))) by infx (a). Similarly, supx (a), infy (a) and supy (a) are shortcuts for
sup(Πx (a)), inf (Πy (a)) and sup(Πy (a)) respectively.
(y)

supy(a)

a
infy(a)
(x)
infx(a)

supx(a)

Figure 2: A region and its bounding box
Let a be a region. We say that a is a box iff a is a rectangular region formed by the
straight lines x = c1 , x = c2 , y = c3 and y = c4 where c1 , c2 , c3 and c4 are real constants
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such that c1 ≤ c2 and c3 ≤ c4 . Moreover, iff c1 < c2 and c3 < c4 hold, we say that a is a
non-trivial box. A box is trivial if it is a point or a vertical line segment or a horizontal line
segment.
The minimum bounding box of a region a, denoted by mbb(a), is the box formed by
the straight lines x = infx (a), x = supx (a), y = infy (a) and y = supy (a) (see Figure 2).
Obviously, the projections on the x-axis (respectively y-axis) of a region and its minimum
bounding box have the same endpoints.
We will consider throughout the paper the following types of regions:
• Regions that are homeomorphic to the closed unit disk (i.e., the set {(x, y) : x2 + y 2 ≤
1}). The set of these regions will be denoted by REG. Regions in REG are closed,
connected and have connected boundaries (for definitions see [CS66, Lip98]). Class
REG excludes disconnected regions, regions with holes, points, lines and regions with
emanating lines. Connected regions have been previously studied in [GE00a, PSV99,
SK04].
• Regions in REG cannot model the variety and complexity of geographic entities [CDFC95].
Thus, we extend class REG in order to accommodate disconnected regions and regions with holes. The set of these regions will be denoted by REG ∗ . A region a
belongs to set REG ∗ iff there exists a finite set of regions a1 , . . . , an ∈ REG such that
a = a1 ∪ · · · ∪ an , i.e., set REG ∗ contains all regions that can be formed by a finite
union of regions in REG. Set REG ∗ is a natural extension of REG which is useful
to model (possibly disconnected) land parcels and countries in Geographic Information
Systems [Fra92, Ege91, CDFC95] or areas of an image containing similar chromatic
arrangements [BDBV00]. Notice that the results of Sections 4, 5 and 6 are not affected
if we consider regions that are homeomorphic to the open unit disk (as in [PSV99]).
• The last class of regions that we consider is an extension that covers arbitrary shapes
of <2 . Regions in <2 can be regions in REG ∗ but can also be points, lines and regions
with emanating lines.

b2
a
b3
b1

Figure 3: Regions
In Figure 3, regions a, b1 , b2 and b3 are in REG (also in REG ∗ ) and region b = b1 ∪ b2 ∪ b3
is in REG ∗ but not in REG. Notice that region b is disconnected and has a hole. Figure 4
6

presents regions that are not in REG and REG ∗ . Points (Figure 4a), lines (Figure 4b) and
regions with emanating lines (Figure 4c-d) are not homeomorphic to the closed unit disk. All
regions of Figure 4 are naturally in <2 .

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: Regions not in REG ∗
In the rest of this section, we will define a model that expresses cardinal direction relations
between regions in REG ∗ . Then in Sections 4 and 5, we will study the problem of checking the
consistency of a given set of cardinal direction constraint in this model. The aforementioned
problem for regions in <2 will be discussed in Section 6.
The following straightforward proposition expresses an important property of regions in
REG ∗ .
Proposition 1 If a ∈ REG ∗ then mbb(a) is a non-trivial box. Equivalently, the following
inequalities hold:
infx (a) < supx (a) and infy (a) < supy (a).
Let us now consider two arbitrary regions a and b in REG ∗ . Let region a be related to
region b through a cardinal direction relation (e.g., a is north of b). Region b will be called
the reference region (i.e., the region to which the relation is described) while region a will
be called the primary region (i.e., the region from which the relation is described) [GE00a].
The axes forming the minimum bounding box of the reference region b divide the space into
9 tiles (Figure 5a). The peripheral tiles correspond to the eight cardinal direction relations
south, southwest, west, northwest, north, northeast, east and southeast. These tiles will
be denoted by S(b), SW (b), W (b), N W (b), N (b), N E(b), E(b) and SE(b) respectively. The
central area corresponds to the region’s minimum bounding box and is denoted by B(b). By
definition, each one of these tiles includes the parts of the axes forming it. Notice that
• all tiles are closed,
• all tiles but B(b) are unbounded,
• the union of all 9 tiles is <2 and
• two distinct tiles have disjoint interiors but may share point in their boundaries, for
instance, W (b) and B(b) share the left-side of the minimum bounding box of b.
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If a primary region a is included (in the set-theoretic sense) in tile S(b) of some reference
region b (Figure 5b) then we say that a is south of b and we write a S b. Similarly, we can
define southwest (SW ), west (W ), northwest (N W ), north (N ), northeast (N E), east (E),
southeast (SE) and bounding box (B) relations. Notice that, despite the fact that some tiles
have common boundaries, we can always determine the tile of the reference region b that
a given primary region a ∈ REG ∗ falls in because class REG ∗ does not include points and
lines. This is so because only points and lines can be in two tiles (e.g., W and B) at the
same time, thus, by excluding these regions from our domain REG ∗ , we achieve disjointness
of relations.
NW(b)

N(b)

NE(b)

a

a
W(b)

B(b)

E(b)

b
SW(b)

b
S(b)

(a)

SE(b)

b

b

a

a

a

a

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5: Reference tiles and relations
If a primary region a lies partly in the area N E(b) and partly in the area E(b) of some
reference region b (Figure 5c) then we say that a is partly northeast and partly east of b and
we write a N E:E b.
The general definition of a cardinal direction relation in our framework is as follows.
Definition 1 A basic cardinal direction relation is an expression R1 : · · · :Rk where
(i) 1 ≤ k ≤ 9,
(ii) R1 , . . . , Rk ∈ {B, S, SW , W , N W , N , N E, E, SE}, and
(iii) Ri 6= Rj for every i, j such that 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k and i 6= j
A basic cardinal direction relation R1 : · · · :Rk is called single-tile if k = 1; otherwise it is
called multi-tile.
Example 1 The following are basic cardinal direction relations:
S, N E:E and B:S:SW :W :N W :N :E:SE.
The first relation is single-tile while the others are multi-tile. Regions involved in these relations are shown in Figures 5b, 5c and 5d respectively.
In order to avoid confusion, we will write the single-tile elements of a cardinal direction
relation according to the following order: B, S, SW , W , N W , N , N E, E and SE. Thus,
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we always write B:S:W instead of W :B:S or S:B:W . We avoid using set-theoretic notation
for basic relation and reserve this for disjunctive ones (see next section). The readers should
also be aware that for a basic relation such as B:S:W , we will often refer to B, S and W as
its tiles.

3.1

Defining Basic Cardinal Direction Relations Formally

Let us first start by formally defining the single-tile cardinal direction relations of our model.
Definition 2 Let a and b be two regions in REG ∗ . Relations B, S, SW , W , N W , N , N E,
E and SE are defined as follows:
aB b

iff

infx (b) ≤ infx (a), supx (a) ≤ supx (b), infy (b) ≤ infy (a), and
supy (a) ≤ supy (b).

aS b

iff

infx (b) ≤ infx (a), supx (a) ≤ supx (b), and supy (a) ≤ infy (b).

a SW b

iff

supx (a) ≤ infx (b) and supy (a) ≤ infy (b).

aW b

iff

supx (a) ≤ infx (b), infy (b) ≤ infy (a), and supy (a) ≤ supy (b).

a NW b

iff

supx (a) ≤ infx (b) and supy (b) ≤ infy (a).

aN b

iff

supx (a) ≤ supx (b), supy (b) ≤ infy (a), and infx (b) ≤ infx (a).

a NE b

iff

supx (b) ≤ infx (a) and supy (b) ≤ infy (a).

aE b

iff

supx (b) ≤ infx (a), infy (b) ≤ infy (a), and supy (a) ≤ supy (b).

a SE b

iff

supy (a) ≤ infy (b) and supx (b) ≤ infx (a).

Using the above single-tile relations and set-union, we can define all multi-tile ones. For
instance, relation N E:E (Figure 6a) and relation B:S:SW :W :N W :N :E:SE (Figure 6b) are
defined as follows:
a N E:E b iff there exist regions a1 and a2 in REG ∗ such that a = a1 ∪ a2 , a1 N E b and
a2 E b.
a B:S:SW :W :N W :N :SE:E b iff there exist regions a1 , . . . , a8 in REG ∗ such that
a = a1 ∪ a2 ∪ a3 ∪ a4 ∪ a5 ∪ a6 ∪ a7 ∪ a8 , a1 B b, a2 S b, a3 SW b, a4 W b, a5 N W b, a6 N b,
a7 SE b and a8 E b.
In general, each multi-tile cardinal direction relation is defined as follows.
Definition 3 Let a and b be two regions in REG ∗ . For 2 ≤ k ≤ 9, a R1 : · · · :Rk b holds iff
there exist regions a1 , . . . , ak ∈ REG ∗ such that a1 R1 b, . . . , ak Rk b and a = a1 ∪ · · · ∪ ak .
The variables a1 , . . . , ak in any equivalence such as the above (which defines a basic
cardinal direction relation) will be called the component variables corresponding to variable
a. Notice that for every i, j such that 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k and i 6= j, regions ai and aj have disjoint
interiors but may share points in their boundaries (see Figure 6).
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Figure 6: Relations and component variables
The set of basic cardinal direction relations in our model contains
D∗

9 ¡ ¢
P
9
i=1

D∗

i

= 511 elements.

We will use
to denote this set. Relations in
are jointly exhaustive and pairwise disjoint.
∗
Elements of D can be used to represent definite information about cardinal directions,
e.g., a N b. Notice the difference between the model presented in this section and the
proposal of [GE00a, SK04] that deals only with the connected regions of REG. Our approach
accommodates a wider set of region (i.e., regions in REG ∗ ) that also allows regions to be
disconnected and have holes. As a result we have 511 relations while the model of [GE00a,
SK04] has 218. This enables us to express several natural spatial arrangements (e.g., a S:W b
or a S:N b) that are not possible in [GE00a, SK04].
∗
Using the 511 relations of D∗ as our basis, we can define the powerset 2D of D∗ which
∗
contains 2511 relations. Elements of 2D are called cardinal direction relations and can be
used to represent not only definite but also indefinite information about cardinal directions,
e.g., a {S, W } b denotes that region a is south or west of region b, i.e., (a S b) ∨ (a W b).

a

a
b

b

b

a
(a)

a
(b)

(c)

Figure 7: Constraints a S:W b and a {S, W } b
Notice the difference between the basic cardinal direction relation S:W and the disjunctive
cardinal direction relation {S, W }. Expression a S:W b denotes that region a lies partly in
S(b) and partly in W (b) tile of b (definite information). On the other hand, expression
a {S, W } b denotes that region a lies entirely either in S(b) or W (b) tile of b. For instance,
among the spatial configurations of Figure 7, only regions a and b in Figure 7a satisfy relation
S:W . Relation {S, W } is satisfied by regions a and b in Figures 7b and 7c but it is not satisfied
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by the respective regions in Figure 7a.
∗

Definition 4 Let R ∈ 2D . The inverse of relation R, denoted by inv (R), is another cardinal direction relation which satisfies the following. For arbitrary regions a, b ∈ REG ∗ , the
constraint a inv (R) b holds, iff b R a holds.
Let us consider two regions a and b and assume that a R b holds, where R is a basic
relation. Then, relation inv (R) is not necessarily a basic cardinal direction relation but it
can also be a disjunction of basic relations. For instance, if a N b then it is possible that
b SE:S:SW a or b SE:S a or b S:SW a or b S a (see Figure 8). Therefore, we have:
inv (N ) = {S:SW :SE, S:SW, SE:S, S}.
In other words, to describe the relative position of two regions a and b using cardinal direction
relations we need to specify both the relation of a with respect to b and the relation of b with
respect to a. Summarizing, the relative position of two regions a and b is given by the pair
(R1 , R2 ), where R1 and R2 are cardinal directions such that a R1 b, b R2 a, R1 is a disjunct
of inv (R2 ) and R2 is a disjunct of inv (R1 ). An algorithm for computing the inverse relation
is discussed at the end of Section 4.
a

b

a

a

b

(a)

a

b

(b)

b

(c)

(d)

Figure 8: Members of inv (N )
In a previous line of work, we have studied the composition problem for cardinal direction
relations [SK01, SK04]. In the following sections, we will study the consistency checking of a
given set of cardinal direction constraints and present an algorithm for this task. Let us first
formally define cardinal direction constraints.
Definition 5 A cardinal direction constraint is a formula a R b where a, b are variables
∗
ranging over regions in REG ∗ and R is a cardinal direction relation from the set 2D . Moreover, a cardinal direction constraint is called single-tile (respectively multi-tile, basic) if R is
a single-tile (respectively multi-tile, basic) cardinal direction relation.
Obviously, a basic cardinal direction constraint is non-disjunctive while, in general, a
cardinal direction constraint can either be disjunctive or non-disjunctive.
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Example 2 The following are cardinal direction constraints:
a1 S b1 ,

a2 N E:E b2 and a3 {B, S} b3 .

The constraint a1 S b1 is single-tile. The constraint a2 N E:E b2 is multi-tile. The first two
constraints are basic (non-disjunctive) while the third one is not.
Definition 6 Let C be a set of cardinal direction constraints in variables a1 , . . . , an . The
solution set of C, denoted by Sol (C), is defined as:
{(α1 , . . . , αn ) : α1 , . . . , αn ∈ REG ∗ and the constraints in C
are satisfied by assigning α1 to a1 , . . . , αn to an }.
Each member of Sol (C) is called a solution of C. A set of cardinal direction constraints is
called consistent iff its solution set is non-empty.
In this paper, we will also be interested in special kinds of order constraints which are
defined below.
Definition 7 An order constraint is a formula in any of the following forms:
infx (a) ∼ infx (b),
infy (a) ∼ infy (b),

supx (a) ∼ supx (b),
supy (a) ∼ supy (b),

infx (a) ∼ supx (b),
infy (a) ∼ supy (b)

where a and b are variables ranging over regions in REG ∗ and ∼ can be any operator from
the set {<, >, ≤, ≥, =}.
The above order constraints express all possible relations between the endpoints of the
projections on the x- and y-axis of regions a and b.
Definition 8 A set of order constraints is called canonical iff it includes the constraints
infx (a) < supx (a) and infy (a) < supy (a) for every region variable a referenced in the set.
Definition 9 Let O be a canonical set of order constraints in region variables a1 , . . . , an .
The solution set of O, denoted by Sol (O), is the set of n-tuples
(α1 , . . . , αn ) ∈ (REG ∗ )n
such that the constraints in O are satisfied by assigning
infx (αi ) to infx (ai ), supx (αi ) to supx (ai ), infy (αi ) to infy (ai ), supy (αi ) to supy (ai )
for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
As with cardinal direction constraints, a set of order constraints is called consistent iff its
solution set is non-empty. In this paper, we will use letters from the Latin alphabet (e.g., a,
b, c, r, . . .) to denote variables and letters from the Greek alphabet (e.g., α, β, γ, ρ, . . .) to
denote values of the respective variable (similarly to Definition 9). Let us now consider the
following proposition.
12

Proposition 2 Let O be a canonical set of order constraints in region variables a1 , . . . , an .
Set O has a solution (α1 , . . . , αn ) ∈ (REG ∗ )n iff it has a solution (β1 , . . . , βn ) where β1 , . . . , βn
are non-trivial boxes.
Proof: “If”: Obvious.
“Only if”: Let (α1 , . . . , αn ) ∈ (REG ∗ )n be a solution of O. In the definition of the solution
of O (Definition 9), we are only interested in the endpoints of the projections on the x- and
y-axis of regions α1 , . . . , αn . Notice that regions α1 , . . . , αn have the same endpoints with
their bounding boxes mbb(α1 ), . . . , mbb(αn ), thus, it follows that
( mbb(α1 ), . . . , mbb(αn ) )
is also a solution of O.
Using Proposition 2, we can assume without loss of generality that if α1 , . . . , αn is a
solution of a canonical set of order constraints O in variables a1 , . . . , an then all α1 , . . . , αn
are non-trivial boxes. Proposition 2 will be very useful in Section 4 and in the proof of
Theorem 3.

4

Consistency of Basic Cardinal Direction Constraints

We will now consider the consistency checking problem of a given set of cardinal direction
constraints involving only basic relations and present an algorithm for solving it. In [SK01,
SK04], we have studied the composition operator for cardinal direction relations and we have
shown that we cannot use composition to decide consistency (as defined in Definition 6). As
a result, this section does not use composition in any way.
Let us first consider Definition 3 that defines cardinal direction relations. The “iff”
definitions of Definition 3 can be used to map a set of arbitrary basic cardinal direction
constraints C to a set S consisting of the following two types of constraints:
• single-tile cardinal direction constraints.
• set-union constraints of the form r = r1 ∪ · · · ∪ rn where r, r1 , . . . , rn are variables
representing regions in REG ∗ .
If we had an algorithm for deciding the consistency of sets like S, we could use it to
solve the consistency problem. Given the unavailability of such an algorithm, below we
develop from first principles Algorithm Consistency that checks whether C (equivalently
S) is consistent. Consistency is a rather long algorithm with a non-trivial step where we
avoid having to deal with the set-union constraints of S.
To check the consistency of a given set of basic cardinal direction constraints C in variables
a1 , . . . , an , Algorithm Consistency proceeds as follows:
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1. Initially, Algorithm Consistency uses Algorithm Transform (Figure 10) to translate
the cardinal direction constraints of C into order constraints. Algorithm Transform
considers every constraint of C in turn and maps the single-tile cardinal direction constraints of its definition into a set of order constraints O. Set O contains order constraints involving the projections on the x- and y-axis of region variables a1 , . . . , an
and the component variables that correspond to a1 , . . . , an . To achieve this mapping,
Algorithm Transform uses Definitions 2 and 3 (Section 3.1). Moreover, the algorithm
introduces into set O additional order constraints that are implied by the cardinal direction constraint under consideration. These constraints will be discussed in Section
4.1.
2. Then, Algorithm Consistency finds a solution of the set of order constraints O (any
solution serves our purpose). To this end, we can use the algorithms of [vB92, DGVA99].
If a solution of O exists, it assigns non-trivial boxes to region variables a1 , . . . , an and
the component variables that correspond to a1 , . . . , an (see also Proposition 2). Using
this solution, the second step of the algorithm constructs a maximal solution by enlarging appropriately the regions that correspond to the component variables of regions
a1 , . . . , an (Section 4.2). This solution is called maximal in the sense that any further
enlargement results in an assignment that is not a solution of O. The construction
of a maximal solution is necessary in order to perform the third and last step of the
algorithm.
3. The first two steps of Algorithm Consistency have considered for each constraint in set
C only the single-tile cardinal direction constraints of its definition (see the discussion
at the beginning of Section 4). This final step of the algorithm deals with the setunion constraints that correspond to every constraint in C. Currently, there does not
exist an efficient algorithm for handling theories consisting of set constraints and order
constraints. Thus, we go a step further and map set-union constraint into a complex
expression involving order constraints. Then, we prove that to solve the consistency
problem we just have to check whether the derived complex expression is satisfied by the
maximal solution of Step 2. This checking can be efficiently performed using Algorithm
GlobalCheckConstraintNTB (Section 4.3). This step is very interesting since it
avoids using the computational costly set-union constraints.
Let us now describe the 3 steps of Algorithm Consistency. Throughout our presentation,
we will use the set of constraints C of the following example to illustrate the details of the
algorithm.
Example 3 Let C be the following set of basic cardinal direction constraints on region variables a1 , a2 and a3 .
C = { a1 B:N :E a2 ,

a1 B:S:W a3 ,
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a2 SW a3 }
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Figure 9: Illustration of Example 3
In Figures 9a, 9b and 9c, we illustrate regions that satisfy constraints a1 B:N :E a2 ,
a1 B:S:W a3 and a2 SW a3 respectively. Unfortunately, there does not exist an assignment
that satisfies all constraints of set C. In other words, set C is inconsistent. To see this
consider Figure 9d. The first constraint of C forces region a1 to be shaped like the light grey
region of Figure 9d while the second one forces region a1 to be shaped like the dark grey region.
Now let us consider the circled area I of Figure 3d. Constraint a1 B:N :E a2 requires that
region I does not belong to a1 while constraint a1 B:S:W a3 requires that region I belongs
to a1 resulting in an inconsistency.

4.1

Step 1 – Algorithm Transform

Let C be a set of basic cardinal direction constraints on region variables a1 , . . . , an . The first
step of Algorithm Consistency uses Algorithm Transform (Figure 10) to translate set C
into a set of order constraints O. Set O contains order constraints involving the projections on
the x- and y-axis of region variables a1 , . . . , an and the component variables that correspond
to a1 , . . . , an . For every constraint in the input set C, Algorithm Transform repeats Steps
T1 to T4. Let us consider an arbitrary constraint ai R1 : · · · :Rk aj in C.
In Step T1 of Algorithm Transform, we consult the definition constraint ai R1 : · · · :Rk aj
(Section 3.1), and introduce order constraints encoding all single-tile cardinal direction relations between the reference region aj and the component variables corresponding to the
primary region ai . More specifically, Step T1 distinguishes two cases.
1. If k = 1 then ai R1 : · · · :Rk aj is a single-tile constraint and Step T1 introduces the
corresponding equivalent order constraints of Definition 2.
2. If k > 1 then ai R1 : · · · :Rk aj is a multi-tile constraint and Step T1 introduces new
region variables aji1 , . . . , ajik which denote the component variables corresponding to
variable ai and constraint ai R1 : · · · :Rk aj (see Definition 3). Then, Step T1 introduces
order constraints equivalent to single-tile constraints aji1 R1 aj , . . . , ajik Rk aj by
consulting Definition 2.
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Algorithm Transform
Input: A set of basic cardinal direction constraints C in variables a1 , . . . , an .
Output: A set O of order constraints involving variables a1 , . . . , an and the component variables
corresponding to a1 , . . . , an .
Method:
O = ∅;
For every constraint ai R1 : · · · :Rk aj in C Do
Step T1:

Introduce constraints from the definitions of Section 3.1

If k = 1 Then
Add to O the order constraints defining the single-tile cardinal direction constraint
ai R1 aj (use definitions of Section 3.1).
ElseIf k > 1 Then
Introduce new region variables aji1 ,. . . ,ajik . These are component variables corresponding to ai .
For t = 1 To k Do
Add to O the order constraints defining the single-tile cardinal direction constraint
ajit Rt aj (use definitions of Section 3.1).
EndFor
EndIf
Step T2:

Enforce that regions {ai , aj , aji1 , . . . , ajik } are in REG ∗ .

For every region variable r in {ai , aj , aji1 , . . . , ajik } Do
O = O ∪ {infx (r) < supx (r), infy (r) < supy (r)}
EndFor
Step T3:

Enforce that regions {aji1 , . . . , ajik } are subregions of ai .

For every region variable r in {aji1 , . . . , ajik } Do
O = O ∪ {infx (ai ) ≤ infx (r), supx (r) ≤ supx (ai ), infy (ai ) ≤ infy (r), supy (r) ≤ supy (ai )}
EndFor
Step T4:

Strictest relation between ai and aj

If k > 1 Then
If
{R1 , . . . , Rk } ⊆ {N E, E, SE}
Then
Else If {R1 , . . . , Rk } ⊆ {N E, E, SE, N, B, S} Then
If
{R1 , . . . , Rk } ⊆ {N W, W, SW }
Then
Else If {R1 , . . . , Rk } ⊆ {N W, W, SW, N, B, S} Then
{R1 , . . . , Rk } ⊆ {N W, N, N E}
Then
If
Else If {R1 , . . . , Rk } ⊆ {N W, N, N E, W, B, E} Then
{R1 , . . . , Rk } ⊆ {SW, S, SE}
Then
If
Else If {R1 , . . . , Rk } ⊆ {SW, S, SE, W, B, E} Then
EndIf

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

= O ∪ {supx (aj ) ≤ infx (ai )}
= O ∪ {infx (aj ) ≤ infx (ai )}
= O ∪ {supx (ai ) ≤ infx (aj )}
= O ∪ {supx (ai ) ≤ supx (aj )}
= O ∪ {supy (aj ) ≤ infy (ai )}
= O ∪ {infy (aj ) ≤ infy (ai )}
= O ∪ {supy (ai ) ≤ infy (aj )}
= O ∪ {supy (ai ) ≤ supy (aj )}

EndFor
Return O

Figure 10: Algorithm Transform
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Example 4 Let us continue with the set C = { a1 B:N :E a2 , a1 B:S:W a3 , a2 SW a3 } of
Example 3. Let O be the input of Algorithm Transform. This algorithm considers constraint
a1 B:N :E a2 first. Step T1 introduces component variables1 d1 , d2 and d3 representing
subregions of a1 such that d1 B a2 , d2 N a2 , and d3 E a2 hold. Then, the definitions of
relations B, N and E are consulted and Step T1 adds to O the following order constraints
(see also Figure 9a):
Constraint d1 B a2 : infx (a2 ) ≤ infx (d1 ), supx (d1 ) ≤ supx (a2 ), infy (a2 ) ≤ infy (d1 ),
supy (d1 ) ≤ supy (a2 ).
Constraint d2 N a2 : infx (a2 ) ≤ infx (d2 ), supx (d2 ) ≤ supx (a2 ), supy (a2 ) ≤ infy (d2 ).
Constraint d3 E a2 : supx (a2 ) ≤ infx (d3 ), infy (a2 ) ≤ infy (d3 ), supy (d3 ) ≤ supy (a2 ).
Then, Step T1 considers constraint a1 B:S:W a3 and introduces component variables e1 ,
e2 and e3 representing subregions of a1 such that e1 B a3 , e2 S a3 , and e3 W a3 hold. Then,
Step T1 adds to O the following order constraints (see also Figure 9b):
Constraint e1 B a3 : infx (a3 ) ≤ infx (e1 ), supx (e1 ) ≤ supx (a3 ), infy (a3 ) ≤ infy (e1 ),
supy (e1 ) ≤ supy (a3 ).
Constraint e2 S a3 : infx (a3 ) ≤ infx (e2 ), supx (e2 ) ≤ supx (a3 ), supy (e2 ) ≤ infy (a3 ).
Constraint e3 W a3 : supx (e3 ) ≤ infx (a3 ), infy (a3 ) ≤ infy (e3 ), supy (e3 ) ≤ supy (a3 ).
Finally, Step T1 considers constraint a2 SW a3 and adds to O the following order constraints (see also Figure 9c):
Constraint a2 SW a3 : supx (a2 ) ≤ infx (a3 ), supy (a2 ) ≤ infy (a3 ).
In Step T2 of Algorithm Transform, we introduce for regions ai , aj and the component
variables aji1 , . . . , ajik corresponding to ai , the obvious order constraints relating the endpoints
of their projections (Proposition 1). These constraints make the set of order constraints O
canonical.
Example 5 Let us continue with the set C of Example 3. The constraints of set C are expressed on region variables {a1 , a2 , a3 }. Moreover, Step T1 of Algorithm Transform has
introduced region variables {d1 , d2 , d3 , e1 , e2 , e3 } representing component variables corresponding to a1 (see also Example 4). Thus, for every region variable r ∈ {a1 , a2 , a3 , d1 , d2 , d3 , e1 , e2 ,
e3 }, Step T2 of Algorithm Transform adds to O the following constraint (see also Figure
9):
infx (r) < supx (r) and infy (r) < supy (r).
Step T3 of Algorithm Transform deals with the component variables aji1 , . . . , ajik corresponding to variable ai . The fact that a variable r is a component variable representing a
subregion of ai , implies that the following constraints hold:
infx (ai ) ≤ infx (r), supx (r) ≤ supx (ai ), infy (ai ) ≤ infy (r) and supy (r) ≤ supy (ai ).
1

Algorithm Transform introduces component variables a211 , a212 and a213 . In order to simplify the expressions, these variables are denoted by d1 , d2 and d3 respectively.
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The above constraints are introduced by Step T3 for all component variables aji1 , . . . , ajik
corresponding to region variable ai .
Example 6 Let us continue with the set C of Example 3. Notice that regions {d1 , d2 , d3 ,
e1 , e2 , e3 } are all subregions of a1 . Thus, for every region variable r ∈ {d1 , d2 , d3 , e1 , e2 , e3 },
Step T3 adds to O the following constraints (see also Figure 9):
infx (a1 ) ≤ infx (r), supx (r) ≤ supx (a1 ), infy (a1 ) ≤ infy (r) and supy (r) ≤ supx (a1 ).
Given a constraint ai R aj , the constraints introduced by Steps T1, T2 and T3 of Algorithm Transform establish relations between (a) the component variables corresponding to
ai and (b) region variables ai and aj . Unfortunately, if R is a multi-tile cardinal direction
relation, these constraints are not enough to establish the strictest possible order relation
between the endpoints of the projections of regions ai and aj on the x- and y-axis implied
by the definitions of Section 3.1. For instance, consider regions a1 and a2 of Figure 9a. For
these regions constraints, infx (a2 ) ≤ infx (a1 ) and infy (a2 ) ≤ infy (a1 ) hold. These constraints
could not have been introduced by Steps T1, T2 and T3 or implied by constraints introduced
by these steps (see also Examples 4, 5 and 6).
NE(aj)

N(aj)

aj

NE(aj)

aj
E(aj)

ai

ai
S(aj)

SE(aj)
supx(aj) infx(ai)

E(aj)

B(aj)

infx(aj)

(a)

SE(aj)
infx(ai)

(b)

Figure 11: Example of constraints introduced by Step T4 of Algorithm Transform
Step T4 of Algorithm Transform examines all multi-tiles constraints of the given set
C and introduces additional order constraints that establish the aforementioned strictest
relation between the endpoints of the projections of regions ai and aj on the x- and y-axis.
Using a simple case analysis, we can verify that we need to consider 8 possible cases. These
cases correspond to checking, for every constraint ai R1 : · · · :Rk aj of C, whether the set of
relations {R1 , . . . , Rk } is a subset of one or more of the following sets:
{N E, E, SE}, {N E, E, SE, N, B, S}, {N W, W, SW }, {N W, W, SW, N, B, S},
{N W, N, N E}, {N W, N, N E, W, B, E}, {SW, S, SE},
{SW, S, SE, W, B, E}.
For example, if the set of relations {R1 , . . . , Rk } is a subset of {N E, E, SE}, the constraint
supx (aj ) ≤ infx (ai )
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is introduced in O by the first If statement of Step T4 because the primary region denoted
by ai is included in the region defined by the tiles N E(aj ) ∪ E(aj ) ∪ SE(aj ) of the reference
region denoted by aj (Figure 11a). On the other hand, if the set of relations {R1 , . . . , Rk }
is a subset of {N E, E, SE, N, B, S}, the first ElseIf statement of Step T4 adds the following
constraint to O (see also Figure 11b):
infx (aj ) ≤ infx (ai ).
Similar comments are in order for the other statements of Step T4.
Example 7 Let us continue with the set C of Example 3 and consider constraint a1 B:N :E a2 .
We notice that relations {B, N, E} are members of
{N E, E, SE, N, B, S} and {N W, N, N E, W, B, E}.
As a result Step T4 adds to O the following constraints (see also Figure 9a):
infx (a2 ) ≤ infx (a1 ) and infy (a2 ) ≤ infy (a1 ).
When we consider constraint a1 B:S:W a3 , we notice that relations {B, S, W } are members
of {N W, W, SW, N, B, S} and {SW, S, SE, W, B, E}. Thus, Step T4 adds to O the following
constraints (see also Figure 9b):
supx (a1 ) ≤ supx (a3 ) and supy (a1 ) ≤ supy (a3 ).

4.2

Step 2 – Maximal Solution

The second step of Algorithm Consistency checks the consistency of the set of order constraints O produced by Algorithm Transform. To this end, we can use the algorithms of
[vB92, DGVA99]. It follows from the discussion of Section 4.1 that all constraints introduced
in set O by Step 1 are logically implied by the spatial configuration expressed by the cardinal
direction constraints of the original set C. Thus, if set O is inconsistent then set C is also
inconsistent and Algorithm Consistency exits returning ‘Inconsistent’.
Let us now assume that a solution of O exists. Such a solution assigns non-trivial boxes
(see Proposition 2) to the region variables of set C and their corresponding component variables. Let us consider the following example.
Example 8 Let us continue with the set C of Example 3. In Examples 4, 5, 6 and 7, we
have used Algorithm Transform to map C into a set of order constraints O.
Set O is consistent. For instance, a solution of O can be constructed if we assign to region
variables a1 , a2 , a3 , d1 , d2 , d3 , e1 , e2 and e3 the non-trivial boxes α1 , α2 , α3 , δ1 , δ2 , δ3 , ²1 ,
²2 and ²3 depicted in Figure 12a respectively. It easy to verify that the regions of Figure 12a
satisfy all constraints of O introduced in Examples 4, 5, 6 and 7.
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Figure 12: Solutions of O
We can now extend boxes δ1 , δ2 , δ3 , ²1 , ²2 and ²3 in all directions until they touch whatever
line is closer to them from the ones forming boxes α1 and α2 . For instance, we can extend
δ1 to the west to touch the vertical line y = infx (α1 ) and to the east to touch the vertical line
y = supx (α2 ). Figure 12b illustrates this idea for all regions δ1 , δ2 , δ3 , ²1 , ²2 and ²3 (the
corners of δ2 and δ3 have been curved to show that these regions overlap with regions ²3 and
²2 respectively). Now notice that the new regions still satisfy all constraints in O.
The following lemma captures the observation of Example 8 in its full generality.
Lemma 1 Let O be the output of Algorithm Transform when it is called with input a set
of cardinal direction constraints C in variables a1 , . . . , an . For each variable ai (1 ≤ i ≤ n),
let ai1 , . . . , ail be the component variables corresponding to ai that have been generated by
Algorithm Transform while considering various constraints ai R1 : · · · :Rk aj where 1 ≤ j ≤
n and 1 ≤ k ≤ 9.
Let s0 be a solution of O. Let also αi , αj , αi1 , . . ., αil be the non-trivial boxes that s0
assigns to region variables ai , aj , ai1 , . . ., ail respectively. Then, a new solution u0 of O
can be constructed as follows. For every constraint ai R1 : · · · :Rk aj in C, we consider each
component variable aim , (1 ≤ m ≤ l) in turn.
• If αim B αj holds, perform the following substitutions:
infx (αim ) by max{ infx (αi ), infx (αj ) }, supx (αim ) by min{ supx (αi ), supx (αj ) },
infy (αim ) by max{ infy (αi ), infy (αj ) }, supy (αim ) by min{ supy (αi ), supy (αj ) }.
• If αim S αj holds, perform the following substitutions:
infx (αim ) by max{ infx (αi ), infx (αj ) }, supx (αim ) by min{ supx (αi ), supx (αj ) },
infy (αim ) by infy (αi ),
supy (αim ) by min{ supy (αi ), infy (αj ) }.
• If αim SW αj holds, perform the following substitutions:
infx (αim ) by infx (αi ),
infy (αim ) by infy (αi ),

supx (αim ) by min{ supx (αi ), infx (αj ) },
supy (αim ) by min{ supy (αi ), infy (αj ) }.
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• If αim W αj holds, perform the following substitutions:
infx (αim ) by infx (αi ),
supx (αim ) by min{ supx (αi ), infx (αj ) },
infy (αim ) by max{ infy (αi ), infy (αj ) }, supy (αim ) by min{ supy (αi ), supy (αj ) }.
• If αim N W αj holds, perform the following substitutions:
infx (αim ) by infx (αi ),
supx (αim ) by min{ supx (αi ), infx (αj ) },
infy (αim ) by max{ infy (αi ), supy (αj ) }, supy (αim ) by supy (αi ).
• If αim N αj holds, perform the following substitutions:
infx (αim ) by max{ infx (αi ), infx (αj ) }, supx (αim ) by min{ supx (αi ), supx (αj ) },
infy (αim ) by max{ infy (αi ), supy (αj ) }, supy (αim ) by supy (αi ).
• If αim N E αj holds, perform the following substitutions:
infx (αim ) by max{ infx (αi ), supx (αj ) }, supx (αim ) by supx (αi ),
infy (αim ) by max{ infy (αi ), supy (αj ) }, supy (αim ) by supy (αi ).
• If αim E αj holds, perform the following substitutions:
infx (αim ) by max{ infx (αi ), supx (αj ) }, supx (αim ) by supx (αi ),
infy (αim ) by max{ infy (αi ), infy (αj ) }, supy (αim ) by min{ supy (αi ), supy (αj ) }.
• If αim SE αj holds, perform the following substitutions:
infx (αim ) by max{ infx (αi ), supx (αj ) }, supx (αim ) by supx (αi ),
infy (αim ) by infy (αi ),
supy (αim ) by min{ supy (αi ), infy (αj ) }.
Proof: See Appendix A.
Example 9 Let us continue with the set C of Example 3 and let O be the output of Algorithm
Transform with input set C. In Example 8, we have seen that the regions of Figures 12a
and 12b form solutions of set O. We can verify that the regions of Figure 12b are formed by
applying to the regions of Figure 12a the substitutions of Lemma 1. For instance, consider
the component δ1 corresponding to region α1 of Figure 12a and notice that δ1 B α2 holds.
Region δ1 of Figure 12b results after performing the following substitutions:
infx (δ1 )
supx (δ1 )
infy (δ1 )
supy (δ1 )

by
by
by
by

infx (α1 ) = max{ infx (α1 ), infx (α2 ) },
supx (α2 ) = min{ supx (α1 ), supx (α2 ) },
infy (α1 ) = max{ infy (α1 ), infy (α2 ) },
supy (α2 ) = min{ supy (α1 ), supy (α2 ) }.
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Definition 10 Let C be a set of basic cardinal direction constraints and O be the set returned
by Algorithm Transform when it is called with input C. A solution u0 of O is called
maximal iff u0 is not affected by the substitutions of Lemma 1.
Example 10 Continuing with set O of Example 9, we notice that the regions of Figure 12b
form a maximal solution of O.
Using the Definition 10 and Lemma 1, we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1 Let C be a set of basic cardinal direction relations and O be the set returned
by Algorithm Transform when it is called with input C. Set O is consistent iff it has a
maximal solution.
Proof: “If”: Obvious.
“Only if”: If O is consistent it follows that it has at least a solution s0 . Applying the
substitutions of Lemma 1 to s0 we can form a maximal solution of O.

4.3

Step 3 – The Non-Trivial Box Constraint

At the beginning of Section 4, we have explained how one can transform a given set of
cardinal direction constraints C into a set S containing only single-tile cardinal direction
constraints and set-union constraints. Up to this point, Algorithm Consistency has dealt
with the order constraints produced by Algorithm Transform. These order constraints
encode only the single-tile cardinal direction constraints envisaged in set S (Step T1 of
Algorithm Transform) together with some other useful constraints (Steps T2, T3 and T4).
It is now time to introduce a special constraint capturing only the essential facts following
from the set-union constraints of set S.
Let us assume that Cai = {c1 , . . . , cm } contains all constraints of the input set C with
region ai as the primary region. Let
c1 be ai R11 : · · · :Rk11 aj1
..
.
cm be ai R1m : · · · :Rkmm ajm
where R11 : · · · :Rk11 , . . ., R1m : · · · :Rkmm are cardinal direction relations and aj1 , . . . , ajm are region
variables of set C.
m
Let S1 = {a1i1 , . . . , a1ik1 }, . . ., Sm = {am
i1 , . . . , aikm } be the sets of component variables
corresponding to ai due to constraints c1 , . . . , cm respectively. According to the definitions
of Section 3.1, set S would contain the following set-union constraints:
ai = a1i1 ∪ · · · ∪ a1ik1
..
.
m
ai = am
i1 ∪ · · · ∪ aikm
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Let us consider an arbitrary component variable s ∈ S1 ∪ · · · ∪ Sm . The above set-union
constraints imply that there is an important relationship between component variable s and
the component variables from sets S1 , . . . , Sm . This relationship is described by the above
set-union constraints but unfortunately it cannot straightforwardly be mapped into order
constraints. Lemma 2 expresses conditions that captures the relations following for the setunion constraints. These relations are established on the minimum bounding boxes of regions,
thus, they can be expressed using order constraints.
Lemma 2 Let a be a region in REG ∗ . Let S1 , . . . , Sm be finite sets of subregions of a such
that:
1. Every region in Si , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is in REG ∗ , i.e.,
(∀r ∈ Si )(r ∈ REG ∗ ).
2. The union of the members of each Si , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is region a, i.e.,
[

a=

r = ··· =

r∈S1

[

r.

r∈Sm

Then, the following constraint also holds.
Non-Trivial Box Constraint (NTB): For all s ∈ S1 ∪ · · · ∪ Sm , there exists a
tuple (s1 , . . . , sm ) ∈ S1 × · · · × Sm such that mbb(s) ∩ mbb(s1 ) ∩ · · · ∩ mbb(sm )
is a non-trivial box.
Proof: We will use induction on m. For m = 1, Constraint NTB trivially holds. For m = 2,
Constraint NTB also holds. By contradiction, let us assume that there exists a region s ∈ S1
such that mbb(s) ∩ mbb(s1 ) ∩ mbb(s2 ) is a trivial box for every s1 ∈ S1 and s2 ∈ S2 (the
case where s ∈ S2 is similar). Since s and s1 are in S1 and our assumption holds for every
s1 ∈ S1 , we can choose s1 to be s. Then, for all subregions s2 ∈ S2 of a, mbb(s) ∩ mbb(s2 )
would be either empty or a point or a vertical line segment or a horizontal line segment (see
S
Figure 13a). Since region a is the union of all regions in S2 (i.e., a = r∈S2 r holds), it follows
that region a will not have any points in the interior of the area covered by the minimum
bounding box of region s and, thus, in the interior of region s itself. This contradicts our
initial assumption that region s is a subregion of a.
Let us now assume that Constraint NTB holds for m = µ − 1, i.e.,
Constraint NTBµ−1 : For all s ∈ S1 ∪· · ·∪Sµ−1 , there exists a tuple (s1 , . . . , sµ−1 ) ∈
S1 × · · · × Sµ−1 such that mbb(s) ∩ mbb(s1 ) ∩ · · · ∩ mbb(sµ−1 ) is a non-trivial
box.
We will prove that the constraint holds for m = µ as well, i.e.,
Constraint NTBµ : For all s ∈ S1 ∪ · · · ∪ Sµ , there exists a tuple (s1 , . . . , sµ ) ∈
S1 × · · · × Sµ such that mbb(s) ∩ mbb(s1 ) ∩ · · · ∩ mbb(sµ ) is a non-trivial box.
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Figure 13: Region a and its subregions
We will first prove that Constraint NTBµ holds for all s ∈ S1 ∪· · ·∪Sµ−1 . Since Constraint
NTBµ−1 holds, there exist regions (s1 , . . . , sµ−1 ) ∈ S1 × · · · × Sµ−1 , such that mbb(σ) ∩
mbb(s1 ) ∩ · · · ∩ mbb(sµ−1 ) is a non-trivial box (Figure 13b). It is easy to see that no matter
how Sµ divides a into subregions there would be a subregion sµ ∈ Sµ such that mbb(σ) ∩
mbb(s1 ) ∩ · · · ∩ mbb(sµ−1 ) ∩ mbb(sµ ), is a non-trivial box (see Figure 13c).
Similarly, we can prove that Constraint NTBµ holds for all s ∈ Sµ ; which concludes our
proof.
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Figure 14: Example of Constraint NTB

Example 11 Let us consider regions α1 , α2 , α3 and α4 of Figure 14. For these regions, we
have:
{α1 S:SW α2 , α1 N W :N :N E α3 , α1 S:SW :W α4 }.
Let Σ1 = {δ1 , δ2 }, Σ2 = {²1 , ²2 , ²3 }, and Σ3 = {ζ1 , ζ2 , ζ3 } be the set of components
corresponding to a1 due to constraints α1 S:SW α2 , α1 N W :N :N E α3 and α1 S:SW :W α4
respectively.
Observing Figure 14, it is not hard to see that Constraint NTB holds. For instance, for
component s = δ1 ∈ S1 there exists a region s1 ∈ S1 , namely δ1 , a region in s2 ∈ S2 , namely
²1 , and a region in s3 ∈ S3 , namely ζ1 , such that mbb(s) ∩ mbb(s1 ) ∩ mbb(s2 ) ∩ mbb(s3 ) is a
non-trivial box (the corresponding bounding boxes are depicted in Figure 14).
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Constraint NTB requires that the intersection of m + 1 non-trivial boxes (s, s1 , . . . , sm ) is
a non-trivial box. This condition can be mapped into order constraints. For instance, given
two non-trivial boxes a and b their intersection c = a ∩ b is a box defined as follows.
infx (c) = max{infx (a), infx (b)},
infy (c) = max{infy (a), infy (b)},

supx (c) = min{supx (a), supx (b)},
supy (c) = min{supy (a), supy (b)}.

Box c is non-trivial iff infx (c) < supx (c) and infy (c) < supy (c) (see also Proposition 1).
Lemma 2 is very important since it provides us with a method (using Constraint NTB)
to map the set-union constraints of the definition of a cardinal direction relation (Definition
3) into order constraints. Therefore, a solution of a given set of cardinal direction constraints
should not only satisfy the order constraint introduced by Algorithm Transform but also
the order constraints that correspond to Constraint NTB. Since the former constraints are
enforced by Step 1 of Algorithm Consistency, at this point one might wonder whether to
solve the consistency problem, it suffices to introduce expressions that enforce Constraint
NTB. Indeed, this is correct but unfortunately it results in an inefficient algorithm. Let us
briefly discuss why2 . Constraint NTB can be equivalently written as follows.
^
s∈S1 ∪···∪Sm

µ

W
(s1 ,...,sm )∈S1 ×···×Sm

( mbb(s) ∩ mbb(s1 ) ∩ · · · ∩ mbb(sm ) is a non-trivial box )

¶

Notice that m = O(n) and |St | ≤ 9 (1 ≤ t ≤ m) hold. The above expression contains
|S1 | + · · · + |Sm | = O(n) conjunctions each containing a disjunction with |S1 | · · · |Sm | = O(9n )
disjuncts. Thus, in order to enforce Constraint NTB we have to write down (and solve!) an
expression exponential to the size of our initial problem.
Algorithm CheckConstraintNTB
Input: Sets of component variables Σ1 , . . . , Σm that correspond to a certain region variable.
Output: ‘True’ if sets Σ1 , . . . , Σm satisfy Constraint NTB; ‘False’ otherwise.
Method:
For every s in Σ1 ∪ · · · ∪ Σm
Q = {s}
For every Σ0 in {Σ1 , . . . , Σm } Do
Q0 = ∅
For every s0 in Σ0 and every q in Q Do
If mbb(s0 ) ∩ mbb(q) in a non-trivial box Then Q0 = Q0 ∪ {mbb(s0 ) ∩ mbb(q)}
EndFor
If Q0 = ∅ Then Return ‘False’
Q = Q0
EndFor
EndFor
Return ‘True’

Figure 15: Algorithm CheckConstraintNTB
Summarizing, enforcing Constraint NTB is an inefficient procedure. We will now investigate the problem of checking whether a given assignment satisfies Constraint NTB.
2

The interested reader is referred to [Ski02, SK00] for more information about this approach.
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As we will later see in this section, a solution to this problem will help us tackle the
consistency checking problem. Let Σ1 , . . . , Σm be sets of regions representing components
of a given region α. In order to check whether Σ1 , . . . , Σm satisfy Constraint NTB, we
use Algorithm CheckConstraintNTB (Figure 15). For every component variable s in
Σ1 ∪ · · · ∪ Σm , the algorithm checks if there exists a tuple (s1 , . . . , sm ) ∈ Σ1 × · · · × Σm such
that mbb(s) ∩ mbb(s1 ) ∩ · · · ∩ mbb(sm ) is a non-trivial box. To this end, it utilizes sets Q and
Q0 . Initially, Q contains only the component variable s. Then, the algorithm considers every
set of component variables Σ0 in Σ1 , . . . , Σm in turn.
Let us now suppose that the algorithm has processed sets Σ1 to Σµ−1 where 1 ≤ µ−1 < m.
In this case, set Q contains all non-trivial boxes of the form s ∩ σ1 ∩ · · · ∩ σµ−1 where σi ∈ Σi .
Then, the algorithm considers the component variables of Σµ and the non-trivial boxes of
Q. Algorithm CheckConstraintNTB finds all regions s0 ∈ Σµ and q ∈ Q such that s0 ∩ q
is a non-trivial box and puts them into a new set Q0 . In other words, set Q0 contains all
non-trivial boxes of the form s ∩ σ1 ∩ · · · ∩ σµ where σi ∈ Σi . Hence, if Q0 is empty, Constraint
NTB is violated and Algorithm CheckConstraintNTB returns ‘Inconsistent’. Otherwise
Q0 is assigned to Q and the algorithm continues with the remaining sets of non-trivial boxes
Σµ+1 , . . . , Σm that correspond to variable a.
Theorem 2 Let Σ1 , . . . , Σm be sets of regions representing components of a given region.
Algorithm CheckConstraintNTB correctly decides whether Σ1 , . . . , Σm satisfy Constraint
NTB.
Proof: Let σ ∈ Σ1 ∪. . .∪Σm . We can verify, from the above discussion, that when Algorithm
CheckConstraintNTB has processed sets Σ1 , . . . Σµ , 1 ≤ µ ≤ m, set Q contains all tuples
(s1 , . . . , sµ ) ∈ Σ1 × · · · × Σµ such that mbb(σ) ∩ mbb(s1 ) ∩ · · · ∩ mbb(sµ ) is a non-trivial box.
Therefore, if the algorithm returns ‘False’ for set Σµ+1 then it means that mbb(σ) ∩
mbb(s1 ) ∩ · · · ∩ mbb(sµ+1 ) is a non-trivial box for every sµ+1 ∈ Σµ+1 , i.e., Constraint NTB is
not satisfied.
If Algorithm CheckConstraintNTB returns ‘True’ then Constraint NTB is satisfied
because set Q is non-empty and contains all tuples (s1 , . . . , sm ) ∈ Σ1 × · · · × Σm such that
mbb(σ) ∩ mbb(s1 ) ∩ · · · ∩ mbb(sm ) is a non-trivial box.
Example 12 Let us continue with Example 11. For sets Σ1 = {δ1 , δ2 }, Σ2 = {²1 , ²2 , ²3 }
and Σ3 = {ζ1 , ζ2 , ζ3 }, Constraint NTB holds (see also Figure 14). It is not hard to verify
that Algorithm CheckConstraintNTB returns ‘True’ when it is called with input sets Σ1 ,
Σ2 and Σ3 .
As another example, let us consider sets Σ1 = {δ1 , δ2 , δ3 } and Σ2 = {²1 , ²2 , ²3 } of Example
8 (see also Figure 12). For these sets, Algorithm CheckConstraintNTB returns ‘False’
because Constraint NTB is not satisfied.
The third step of Algorithm Consistency uses Algorithm GlobalCheckConstraintNTB to check if the maximal solution u0 of set O produced by Step 2 of Algorithm Con26

Algorithm GlobalCheckConstraintNTB
Input: A maximal solution u0 of set O (produced by Algorithm Transform with input a set C of cardinal
direction constraints in variables a1 , . . . , an ).
Output: ‘True’ if assignment u0 satisfies Constraint NTB; ‘False’ otherwise.
Method:
For every region variable a in {a1 , . . . , an } Do
Let S1 , . . . , Sm be the sets of component variables (introduced by Algorithm Transform) corresponding to a.
Let Σ1 , . . . , Σm be the sets of boxes that u0 assigns to the sets S1 , . . . , Sm of a respectively.
If CheckConstraintNTB(Σ1 , . . . , Σm ) returns ‘False’ Then Return ‘False’.
EndFor
Return ‘True’

Figure 16: Algorithm GlobalCheckConstraintNTB
sistency satisfies Constraint NTB. Algorithm GlobalCheckConstraintNTB considers
every variable a ∈ {a1 , . . . , an } referenced in set C and forms all sets of component variables S1 , . . . , Sm that correspond to variable a. Notice that these sets were introduced by
the first step of Algorithm Consistency (Algorithm Transform). Let now Σ1 , . . . , Σm
be the sets of boxes that u0 assigns to sets of component variables S1 , . . . , Sm respectively.
Algorithm GlobalCheckConstraintNTB calls Algorithm CheckConstraintNTB to
check whether Σ1 , . . . , Σm satisfy Constraint NTB.
Here we finish our detailed discussion of the third and final step of Algorithm Consistency. The following section summarizes and presents a complete example of Algorithm
Consistency.

4.4

Summary

In Sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, we have presented in detail the three steps of Algorithm Consistency. This algorithm takes as input a set of basic cardinal direction constraints C in
variables a1 , . . . , an and returns ‘Consistent’ if C is consistent; otherwise it returns ‘Inconsistent’. Let us briefly summarize the three steps of Algorithm Consistency (Figure 17).
• In the first step, Algorithm Consistency calls Algorithm Transform. Let O be the
output of Algorithm Transform. Set O contains order constraints involving the projections on the x- and y-axis of region variables a1 , . . . , an and the component variables
that correspond to a1 , . . . , an (see Section 4.1).
• The second step of Algorithm Consistency uses Algorithm CSPAN of [vB92] to
find a solution s0 of set O. If no solution exists then O (and also C) is inconsistent,
thus, Algorithm Consistency exits returning ‘Inconsistent’. Otherwise, Algorithm
Consistency applies Lemma 1 to s0 to derive a maximal solution u0 of O (see also
Section 4.2).
• In the third step, Algorithm Consistency considers Constraint NTB. If solution u0
does not satisfies Constraint NTB then Algorithm Consistency exits returning ‘Incon-
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sistent’. This checking is performed using Algorithm GlobalCheckConstraintNTB
(see also Section 4.3).
Algorithm Consistency
Input: A set of basic cardinal direction constraints C in variables a1 , . . . , an .
Output: ‘Consistent’ if C is consistent; ‘Inconsistent’ otherwise.
Method:
Step 1:

Map the basic cardinal direction constraints of C into a set of order constraints O.

O = Transform(C)
Step 2:

Find a maximal solution u0 of O.

Find a solution s0 of O (using Algorithm CSPAN of [vB92]).
If CSPAN returns ‘Inconsistent’ Then Return ‘Inconsistent’
Find a maximal solution u0 of O (using s0 and Lemma 1).
Step 3:

Check whether the maximal solution u0 satisfies Constraint NTB.

If GlobalCheckConstraintNTB(u0 ) returns ‘False’ Then Return ‘Inconsistent’.
Return ‘Consistent’

Figure 17: Algorithm Consistency
The three steps of Algorithm Consistency are based on the following theorem.
Theorem 3 Let C be a set of basic cardinal direction relations and O be the set returned by
Algorithm Transform when it is called with input C. Set C is consistent iff the following
two conditions hold:
1. Set O has a maximal solution u0 .
2. Solution u0 satisfies Constraint NTB.
Proof: See Appendix B. An illustration of the structure of the proof is presented in Figure
18. The fact that O is consistent iff it has a maximal solution was proven in Theorem 1
(lower-left part of Figure 18). To prove that if C is consistent then the maximal solution of O
satisfies Constraint NTB (only if - part of Theorem 3), we use Lemmata 1 and 2. Finally, to
prove the if - part of Theorem 3, we use the values of the assignment of the maximal solution
O and the fact that it satisfies Constraint NTB to construct regions that satisfy the cardinal
direction constraints of C.
The following theorem establishes the correctness of Algorithm Consistency.
Theorem 4 Let C be a set of basic cardinal direction constraints. Algorithm Consistency
correctly decides whether C is consistent.
Proof: The correctness of Algorithm Consistency follows from the above discussion and
Theorem 3.
Let us now see an example of Algorithm Consistency in operation.
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C is consistent
Theorem 3
(only if - part)
Theorem 3
(if - part)
O=TRANSFORM (C) is
consistent
Theorem 3
(only if - part)+
maximal solution
satisfies NTB

Theorem 1
(only if - part)*

*

the proof uses Lemma 1
+ the proof uses Lemmata 1 and 2

Theorem 1
(if - part)

O has a maximal
solution

Figure 18: Summary of the proof of Theorem 3
Example 13 Let us consider the constraint set
C = { a1 B:N :E a2 ,

a1 B:S:W a3 ,

a2 SW a3 }

of Example 3 and examine the three steps of Algorithm Consistency with input set C.
• In the first step, Algorithm Consistency calls Algorithm Transform to produce set
O. The order constraints of O are presented in Examples 4, 5, 6 and 7.
• The second step of Algorithm Consistency uses Algorithm CSPAN to check the consistency and find a solution of set O. Set O is consistent and a solution is depicted in
Figure 12a. Then, Algorithm Consistency applies Lemma 1 to construct a maximal
solution of O. The maximal solution of the solution of O that corresponds to Figure
12a is presented in Figure 12b (see also Examples 8, 9 and 10).
• In the third step, Algorithm Consistency calls Algorithm CheckConstraintNTB
to check whether the maximal solution of the second step satisfies Constraint NTB.
Using Figure 12, we can see that Constraint NTB does not hold. Thus, Algorithm
Consistency exits on Step 3 returning ‘Inconsistent’ (see also Example 12).
Algorithm Consistency is interesting in its own right, but it can also be used to compute
the transitivity table for all basic cardinal direction relations defined in Section 3. For any
pair of basic cardinal direction constraints a R1 b and b R2 c, a basic cardinal direction
relation R3 , satisfies the cardinal direction constraint a R3 c if and only if the constraint set
{a R1 b, b R2 c, a R3 c} is consistent (a more direct algorithm for this task is discussed in
[SK04]). Similarly, Algorithm Consistency can be used to calculate the inverse of a given
basic cardinal direction relation. For any basic cardinal direction constraints a R1 b, a basic
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cardinal direction relation R2 , satisfies the cardinal direction constraint b R2 a if and only if
the constraint set {a R1 b, b R2 a} is consistent.

5

Complexity of Consistency Checking

In this section, we study the computational complexity of the consistency checking problem
for cardinal direction constraints. Section 5.1 studies the aforementioned problem for basic
cardinal direction constraints (i.e., non-disjunctive) while Section 5.2 considers this problem
in its generality and studies unrestricted cardinal direction constraints (i.e., disjunctive and
non-disjunctive).

5.1

Consistency of Basic Cardinal Direction Constraints

In Section 4, we have presented Algorithm Consistency that decides the consistency of a
given set of basic cardinal direction constraints. The following theorem calculates the time
complexity of Algorithm Consistency.
Theorem 5 Deciding the consistency of a set of basic cardinal direction constraints in n
region variables can be done using Algorithm Consistency in O(n5 ) time.
Proof: Let the input of Algorithm Consistency be a set C of basic cardinal direction
constraints in n region variables. The number of constraints in C is O(n2 ).
The first step of Algorithm Consistency calls Algorithm Transform with input set
C. The latter algorithm considers every constraint of C in turn and returns a set of order
constraints O. Algorithm Transform introduces at most 9 new variables each time Step
T1 is executed. Hence, the total number of region variables is O(n2 ). Steps T1, T2 and
T3 of Algorithm Transform add to O O(n2 ) order constraints. Summarizing, Algorithm
Transform runs in O(n2 ) time and returns a set O containing O(n2 ) order constraints in
O(n2 ) variables.
In the second step, Algorithm Consistency finds a maximal solution of set O. This
can be done using Algorithm CSPAN of [vB92]. Algorithm CSPAN decides the consistency
of a set of order constraints in k variables in O(k 2 ) time. Thus, using Algorithm CSPAN
of [vB92], we can find a solution of set O in O(n4 ) time. Then, Algorithm Consistency
applies Lemma 1. This can be performed in O(n2 ) time. Summarizing, the second step of
Algorithm Consistency can be done in O(n4 ) time.
The third step of Algorithm Consistency uses Algorithms GlobalCheckConstraintNTB (Figure 16) and CheckConstraintNTB (Figure 15) to check whether Constraint
NTB is satisfied. The latter algorithm uses a set Q. We first need to measure the size of set
Q. For a given variable ai , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, set C contains O(n) constraints of the form ai R aj .
Now since ai participates in O(n) constraints of C, it follows that the region represented by
variable ai is divided by O(n) horizontal and O(n) vertical lines. Thus, ai is divided into
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O(n2 ) pieces. Now notice that set Q cannot contain more members than the possible pieces
of ai , thus, the size of Q is O(n2 ).
In order to check whether Constraint NTB is satisfied, Algorithm Consistency calls Algorithm GlobalCheckConstraintNTB which in turn calls O(n) times Algorithm CheckConstraintNTB. The latter algorithm performs three nested loops. The outer loop is executed O(n) times. Both the inner loops are performed at most O(n3 ) times. Thus, checking
whether Constraint NTB is satisfied can be done in O(n5 ) time.
Summarizing, the complexity of Algorithm Consistency is O(n5 ).

5.2

Consistency of Arbitrary Cardinal Direction Constraints

We will now turn our attention to the consistency checking problem of a set of unrestricted
cardinal direction relations expressed in the model of Section 3 (i.e., a set that includes both
disjunctive and non-disjunctive cardinal direction constraints).
Theorem 6 Deciding the consistency of a set of cardinal direction constraints is N P-complete.
Proof: Let C be a set of cardinal direction constraints. Deciding the consistency of C is
easily seen to be in N P. A nondeterministic algorithm first constructs a new set C 0 as follows.
For every cardinal direction constraint (a {R1 , . . . , Rm } b) ∈ C, the algorithm guesses a basic
cardinal direction relation Ri among {R1 , . . . , Rm } and adds constraints a Ri b, 1 ≤ i ≤ m
to set C 0 . Then, the nondeterministic algorithm checks to see whether the new set C 0 is
consistent. This can be done with Algorithm Consistency in O(n5 ) (Theorem 5).
To prove N P-hardness, we will use a reduction from 3SAT [Pap94b]. We construct an
equivalent, with respect to consistency, mapping from a 3SAT formula to a set of cardinal
direction constraints. In the construction, we map each literal of 3SAT to a region variable
and each clause of 3SAT to a set of cardinal direction constraints.
This proof borrows some ideas from a proof that appears in [VKvB89] (like the use of a
center region). It differentiates in the way we use relations and auxiliary regions.
Similarly to [VKvB89], we need a region o that denotes our center (Figure 19). Regions
that fall west of o correspond to false values while regions that fall east of o correspond to
true values.

Center
False

o

True

Figure 19: Region o that denotes the center
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For each literal p in the 3SAT formula and its negation ¬p we create a pair of regions sp
and s¬p . These regions are related to the center o using region ep,¬p as follows:
ep,¬p B:W :E o, sp {B:W, B:E} ep,¬p ,
sp {W, E} o, s¬p {W, E} o,

False

s¬p {B:W, B:E} ep,¬p ,
sp {W, E} s¬p

True

o
A1

e p,

A2

p

Figure 20: Region ep,¬p and its use
Intuitively, we use region ep,¬p to ensure that regions sp and s¬p cannot both be true or
both be false (Figure 20). For instance, if region sp falls into area A1 of Figure 20 (i.e., p is
false) then the above constraints guarantee that region s¬p falls into area A2 (i.e., ¬p is true).
Then, for each clause p ∨ q ∨ r we create the following constraints.
sp {W, E} sq ,
sq {W, E} sr ,
sr {W, E} sp .
The above constraints ensure that regions sp , sq and sr are disjoint. Moreover, we introduce the following constraints.
bp∨q∨r B:W :E o, ap∨q∨r W
sp {E, B:W, B:E} ap∨q∨r ,
sq {E, B:W, B:E} ap∨q∨r ,
sr {E, B:W, B:E} ap∨q∨r ,

o, ap∨q∨r B:W bp∨q∨r ,
sp {W, E, B:E} bp∨q∨r ,
sq {W, E, B:E} bp∨q∨r ,
sr {W, E, B:E} bp∨q∨r .

The key to this encoding is that no more that two of the clauses regions (i.e., sp , sq and
sr ) are allowed to be in the false area A1 of Figure 20. Therefore, at least one region will lie
in the true area A2 of Figure 20 and, thus, its corresponding literal will be true. For instance,
if both sp and sq are in the false area then the above constraints force sr to be in the true
area (see also Figure 21).
To conclude this proof, we note that the above encoding can be performed in time polynomial in the length of the formula. It follows, from the above discussion, that the 3SAT
formula is consistent iff its encoding to cardinal direction constraints is consistent. Moreover, since 3SAT is N P-complete, it follows that checking the consistency of a set of cardinal
direction constraints is also N P-complete.
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o

False
sp

ap


q r


True

sq

bp

q r

sr

Figure 21: Regions ap∨q∨r and bp∨q∨r

6

Extensions

N(b)

LNE(b)

NW(b)

LNW(b)

In Section 3, we have presented a model defining cardinal direction relations for the disconnected regions in REG ∗ . In this section, we will present an interesting variation that
accommodates arbitrary regions in <2 [GE00b, SK04]. In other words, this variation also
considers points, lines and regions with emanating lines (see Figure 4). Such regions have
been excluded carefully from REG ∗ (they are not homeomorphic to the unit disk) but they
can be easily included by dividing the space around the reference region b into the following
25 areas (see also Figure 22):

PNW(b)

PNE(b)

B(b)

LEN(b)

LE(b)

LN(b)

LW(b)

LWN(b)

W(b)

NE(b)

E(b)

b
LWS(b)

LS(b)

LES(b)

PSW(b)

S(b)

LSE(b)

LSW(b)

SW(b)

PSE(b)

SE(b)

Figure 22: Including points and lines

• 9 two-dimensional areas (B(b), S(b), SW (b), W (b), N W (b), N (b), N E(b), E(b), SE(b)).
These areas are formed by the axis of the bounding box of the reference region b (grey
shaded areas of Figure 22). Notice that each area does not include the parts of the axis
forming it (contrary to the model of Section 3). The above areas correspond to the
bounding box and the 8 cardinal directions.
• 8 semi-lines (LSW (b), LW S(b), LW N (b), LN W (b), LN E(b), LEN (b), LES(b), LSE(b)).
These semi-lines are formed by the vertical and horizontal lines that start from the corners of the bounding box of the reference region b (dotted lines of Figure 22). Notice
that each semi-line does not include the corner of the bounding box.
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• 4 line segments (LS(b), LW (b), LN (b), LE(b)). These lines segments correspond to
the sides of the bounding box of the reference region b (solid lines of Figure 22). Notice
that each line segment does not include the corners of the bounding box.
• 4 points (P SW (b), P N W (b), P N E(b), P SE(b)). These points correspond to the
corners of the bounding box of the reference region b.
The above partition of the reference space should be contrasted to the partition of Section
¡25¢
P
2
3 that divides the space into 9 areas. The new set, denoted by D< , contains 25
i=1 i =
33, 554, 431 jointly exhaustive and pairwise disjoint cardinal direction relations.
2
The single-tile cardinal direction relations in D< are defined analogously to Definition 2.
For instance:
aBb

iff

infx (b) < infx (a), supx (a) < supx (b), infy (b) < infy (a), and
supy (a) < supy (b).

a PNW b

iff

infx (a) = supx (a) = infx (b) and infy (a) = supy (a) = supy (b).

Regions involved in these relations are shown in Figures 23a and 23b respectively.
a


a1

a2

a3
a1

a2

a



a1


a2

b

a5

a4




a5

a3

b

(b)



a4

b
a2

a1
(a)

a3


a3

a
b

a

(c)

(d)
2

Figure 23: Regions in <2 and relations in D<
2

The multi-tile cardinal direction relations in D< are defined analogously to Definition 3.
For instance:
a N E:LEN :E b iff there exist regions a1 , a2 and a3 in <2 such that a = a1 ∪ a2 ∪ a3 ,
a1 N E b, a2 LEN b and a3 E b.
a SW :P SW :LW :P N W :N W b iff there exist regions a1 , . . . , a5 in <2 such that
a = a1 ∪ a2 ∪ a3 ∪ a4 ∪ a5 , a1 SW b, a2 P SW b, a3 P N W b, a4 LW b and a5 N W b.
Regions involved in these relations are shown in Figures 23c and 23d respectively.
Algorithm Consistency presented in Section 4 can be modified in order to handle the
2
consistency checking of a given set of cardinal direction constraints involving relations of D< .
Such modifications take place in Algorithms Transform and CheckConstraintNTB.
More specifically, the modifications of Algorithm Transform (Figure 10) are as follows:
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• Step T1 now takes into account the definition of relations in <2 . These definitions
can be derived similarly to the case of cardinal direction relations for regions in REG ∗
(Section 3).
• The constraint added by Step T2 changes to:
O = O ∪ {infx (r) ≤ supx (r), infy (r) ≤ supy (r)}.
This is so because Proposition 1 does not hold for regions in <2 . For instance, for a
point p(χ, ψ) ∈ <2 we have χ = infx (p) = supx (p) and ψ = infy (p) = supy (p).
• Step T4, for regions in REG ∗ , considers a cardinal direction relation R1 : · · · :Rm and
checks whether the set of relations {R1 , . . . , Rk } is a subset of 8 sets. In the case of
cardinal direction relations for regions in <2 , we have to check a relation R against 39
sets. In order to present these sets, we will first need to define the following sets (see
also Figure 24):

PNE(b)

LEN(b)

NW(b)

LWN(b)

N(b)

PNW(b)

LN(b)

LNE(b)

NE(b)

A0 = {N E, LN E, N, LN W, N W }
B0 = {LEN, P N E, LN, P N W, LW N }
C0 = {E, LE, B, LW, W }
D0 = {LSE, P SE, LS, P SW, LW S}
E0 = {SE, LSE, S, LSW, SW }

LNW(b)

N(b)

LNE(b)

NW(b)

LNW(b)

A = {N W, LW N, W, LSW, SW }
B = {LN W, P N W, LW, P SW, LSW }
C = {N, LN, B, LS, S}
D = {LN E, P N E, LE, P SE, LSE}
E = {N E, LEN, E, LES, SE}

NE(b)

A

PNE(b)

LEN(b)

B

E(b)

C
D

LE(b)

E(b)

W(b)

LE(b)

LN(b)

LW(b)

W(b)

PNW(b)

LW(b)



LWN(b)



SW(b)

A

LES(b)

S(b)

SE(b)

B

C

D

E

LWS(b)

PSW(b)

LS(b)

PSE(b)

LES(b)

SW(b)

S(b)

LSE(b)

PSE(b)

LSE(b)

PSW(b)

LSW(b)

LS(b)

LSW(b)



LWS(b)

SE(b)



Figure 24: Groups of basic relation for regions in <2
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E

Using the above sets we can express the 39 sets, we are looking for, as follows:
A,
A ∪ B,
A ∪ B ∪ C,
A ∪ B ∪ C ∪ D,
B,
B ∪ C,
B ∪ C ∪ D,
C,
C ∪ D,

A0 ,
A0 ∪ B0 ,
A0 ∪ B0 ∪ C0 ,
A0 ∪ B0 ∪ C0 ∪ D0 ,
B0 ,
B0 ∪ C0 ,
B0 ∪ C0 ∪ D0 ,
C0 ,
C0 ∪ D0 ,

E,
E ∪ D,
E ∪ D ∪ C,
E ∪ D ∪ C ∪ B,
D,
D ∪ C,
D ∪ C ∪ B,
C,
C ∪ B,

E0 ,
E0 ∪ D0 ,
E0 ∪ D0 ∪ C0 ,
E0 ∪ D0 ∪ C0 ∪ B0 ,
D0 ,
D0 ∪ C0 ,
D0 ∪ C0 ∪ B0 ,
C0 ,
C0 ∪ B0 .

For brevity, we will show only the constraints added by Step T4 for the first 9 cases:
If k > 1 Then
If
{R1 , . . . , Rk } ⊆ A
Else If {R1 , . . . , Rk } ⊆ A ∪ B
Else If {R1 , . . . , Rk } ⊆ A ∪ B ∪ C
Else If {R1 , . . . , Rk } ⊆ A ∪ B ∪ C ∪ D
Else If {R1 , . . . , Rk } ⊆ B
Else If {R1 , . . . , Rk } ⊆ B ∪ C
Else If {R1 , . . . , Rk } ⊆ B ∪ C ∪ D
Else If {R1 , . . . , Rk } ⊆ C
Else If {R1 , . . . , Rk } ⊆ C ∪ D
···
EndIf

Then
Then
Then
Then
Then
Then
Then
Then
Then

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

= O ∪ {supx (ai ) < infx (aj )}
= O ∪ {supx (ai ) = infx (aj )}
= O ∪ {supx (ai ) < supx (aj )}
= O ∪ {supx (ai ) = supx (aj )}
= O ∪ {infx (ai ) = infx (aj ), supx (ai ) = infx (ai )}
= O ∪ {infx (ai ) = infx (aj ), supx (ai ) < supx (aj )}
= O ∪ {infx (ai ) = infx (aj ), supx (ai ) = supx (aj )}
= O ∪ {infx (aj ) < infx (ai ), supx (ai ) < supx (aj )}
= O ∪ {infx (aj ) < infx (ai ), supx (ai ) = supx (aj )}

Finally, in Algorithm CheckConstraintNTB we only have to change line:
If mbb(s0 ) ∩ mbb(q) in a non-trivial box Then Q0 = Q0 ∪ {mbb(s0 ) ∩ mbb(q)}
into:
If mbb(s0 ) ∩ mbb(q) in non-empty Then Q0 = Q0 ∪ {mbb(s0 ) ∩ mbb(q)}
simply because contrary to REG ∗ , our new domain <2 , contains regions (e.g., points and
lines) that can be trivial boxes.
2
The proof of correctness for the case of cardinal direction relations in D< is similar to
the proof of correctness of Algorithm Consistency (Theorem 4) and it could be obtained
as follows. We first need to generalize Theorem 1 and Lemmata 1 and 2 to handle the case
2
of constraints in D< . Then, the proof will be analogous to the proof of Theorem 4 (see also
Figure 18).
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7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a formal model for qualitative spatial reasoning with cardinal
directions. This model can handle extended regions that might be disconnected or even
have holes. Then, we have studied the problem of checking the consistency of a set of
cardinal direction constraints that can be expressed in our model. We have presented the first
algorithm for this problem, proved its correctness and analyzed its computational complexity.
An implementation of this algorithm is available to interested researchers, from the first
author of this paper. Moreover, we have outlined a modification of the consistency algorithm
that can be used for an interesting extension of the model of Section 3.
With respect to the cardinal direction constraints the following are interesting open problems:
The consistency checking problem for connected regions. In this paper, we have considered the consistency checking problem of a given set C of cardinal direction constraints expressed on region variables a1 , . . . , an ranging over the (possibly disconnected)
regions of class REG ∗ . We also intend to study an interesting restriction of the consistency checking problem that requires all region variables a1 , . . . , an to range over the
connected regions of class REG. This problem is open. For example, it is not clear
how to extend the proof of Theorem 3 so that the solution (ρa1 , . . . , ρa1 ) that we have
constructed is formed only by the connected region of REG (see Appendix B, Page 47).
A complete complexity analysis of the consistency checking problem. In Sections
4 and 5, we have presented the first complexity analysis for the consistency problem. Specifically, we have seen than the consistency problem of a set of basic cardinal
direction constraints can be solved in PTIME while the consistency problem of an unrestricted set of cardinal direction constraints is N P-complete. Following, the line of
research of [BCdC99, GPP95, JD97, Lig98, RN99, NB95], we plan to continue and
complete this analysis. To this end, one should first investigate the existence of classes
of directional constraints (other than the class of non-disjunctive constraints) with a
polynomial consistency checking problem. Another issue that should also be addressed
is whether the above classes are maximal (informally, a class is maximal if any extension of the class leads to N P-completeness). Answers to these problems will help us to
exploit the frontier between tractable and possibly intractable cases.
Introducing cardinal direction constraints into a database model. We also intend to
study other interesting problems for cardinal direction relations like variable elimination, minimal network computation, global consistency enforcement, entailment, etc.
The important practical aspect of this research will be the development of all the
required theory that will allow us to integrate cardinal direction constraints into a
constraint database model like of instance [KKR95, Kou97, KS00].
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Unified model for spatial information Finally, we would like to combine the present
model with the topological constraints framework of [Ege91, RCC92] and with the
direction relations of [Fra92, Zim93] to devise a unified spatial reasoning formalism
which can cope simultaneously with cardinal directions, topology and distance.
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A

Proof of Lemma 1

We will prove that u0 is a solution of O. By contradiction, let us assume that u0 is not a
solution of O. This can happen in four cases:
(i) There is a component variable aim such that the value for infx (αim ) in u0 falsifies one
of the constraints of O.
(ii) There is a component variable aim such that the value for supx (αim ) in u0 falsifies one
of the constraints of O.
(iii) There is a component variable aim such that the value for infy (αim ) in u0 falsifies one
of the constraints of O.
(iv) There is a component variable aim such that the value for supy (αim ) in u0 falsifies one
of the constraints of O.
Let us first assume that case (i) is what happens and consider every possible constraint in
O that could involve infx (αim ). Such a constraint can possibly belong to the following three
categories:
1. The constraint was introduced in Step T1 of the Algorithm Transform. This happens
when Transform is called with input ai R1 : · · · :Rk aj where 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
The form of the constraint of O depends on the single-tile cardinal direction constraint
aim R aj considered for variable aim by Algorithm Transform (where R is one of
R1 , . . . , Rk and 1 ≤ j ≤ n). There are nine such possible constraints:
(a) αim N W αj
The translation of this constraint into order constraints (Section 3.1) is
supx (αim ) ≤ infx (αj ) and supy (αj ) ≤ infy (αim ).
Since no order constraints involving infx (αim ) are introduced, this case is impossible.
(b) αim W αj
This case is impossible as well (similar to 1a, no order constraints involving
infx (αim ) are introduced).
(c) αim SW αj
This case is impossible as well (similar to 1a, no order constraints involving
infx (αim ) are introduced).
(d) αim N αj
In this case, the constraint involving infx (αim ) introduced by Algorithm Transform is: infx (αj ) ≤ infx (αim ) (M1). According to the substitutions of Lemma 1,
the possible values for infx (αim ) in u0 are infx (αj ) and infx (αi ).
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• If infx (αim ) = infx (αj ) holds in u0 , obviously, M1 is not falsified.
• If infx (αim ) = infx (αi ) holds in u0 , we will prove that M1 is not falsified.
Since αim N αj and infx (αim ) = infx (αi ) hold, it follows that {R1 , . . . , Rk } 6⊆
{N E, E, SE} and {R1 , . . . , Rk } ⊆ {N E, E, SE, N, B, S} (see Figure 25). Therefore, when Algorithm Transform processes constraint ai R1 : · · · :Rk aj , it will
introduce an order constraint infx (αj ) ≤ infx (αi ) (in the first ElseIf statement
of Step T4). This order constraint will of course end up in O. Notice that
this constraint implies M1.
Therefore, this case is impossible as well.
infx(

)=infx( i)

im

im

mbb( i)

j

infx( j)

Figure 25: Proving Lemma 1 Case 1d
(e) αim B αj
This case is impossible as well (similar to 1d, the constraint involving infx (αim ) is
M1 which is not falsified by the substitutions of Lemma 1).
(f) αim S αj
This case is impossible as well (similar to 1d, the constraint involving infx (αim ) is
M1 which is not falsified by the substitutions of Lemma 1).
(g) αim N E αj
In this case, the constraint involving infx (αim ) introduced by Algorithm Transform is: supx (αj ) ≤ infx (αim ) (M2). According to the substitutions of Lemma 1,
the possible values for infx (αim ) in u0 are supx (αj ) and infx (αi ).
• If infx (αim ) = supx (αj ) holds in u0 , obviously, M2 is not falsified.
• If infx (αim ) = infx (αi ) holds in u0 , we will prove that M2 is not falsified.
Since αim N E αj and infx (αim ) = infx (αi ) hold, {R1 , . . . , Rk } ⊆ {N E, E, SE}
(see Figure 26). Therefore, when Algorithm Transform processes constraint
ai R1 : · · · :Rk aj , it will introduce an order constraint supx (αj ) ≤ infx (αi ) (in
the first If statement of Step T4). This order constraint will of course end up
in O. Notice that this constraint implies M2.
Therefore, this case is impossible as well.
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infx(

im

)=infx( i)

im

mbb( i)

j

supx( j)

Figure 26: Proving Lemma 1 Case 1g
(h) αim E αj
This case is impossible as well (similar to 1g, the constraint involving infx (αim ) is
M2 which is not falsified by the substitutions of Lemma 1).
(i) αim SE αj
This case is impossible as well (similar to 1g, the constraint involving infx (αim ) is
M2 which is not falsified by the substitutions of Lemma 1).
infx(

im

)=infx( j)

infx(

im

)=infx( i)

im

N
im

B
i

j

S

(a)

(b)

Figure 27: Proving Lemma 1 Case 2
2. The constraint was introduced in Step T2 of Algorithm Transform. In this case, the
constraint would be infx (αim ) < supx (αim ) (M3). According to the substitutions of
Lemma 1, the possible values for infx (αim ) in u0 are infx (αj ) and infx (αi ).
• If infx (αim ) = infx (αj ) holds in u0 , then it would be either αim N αj or αim B αj
or αim S αj . For all these cases, Step T1 of Algorithm Transform introduces
constraint infx (αj ) ≤ infx (αim ) (see Figure 27a).
Therefore, substituting the value for infx (αim ) in s0 by a smaller or equal value
will not falsify (M3).
• Let us now assume that infx (αim ) = infx (αi ) holds in u0 . Step T3 of Algorithm
Transform introduces constraint infx (αi ) ≤ infx (αim ) (see Figure 27b).
Therefore, substituting the value for infx (αim ) in s0 by a smaller or equal value
will not falsify (M3).
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3. The constraint was introduced in Step T3 of the Algorithm Transform. In this case,
the constraint would be infx (ai ) ≤ infx (aim ) and it is not falsified by the substitutions
that created u0 .
Summarizing, we have proved that case (i) considered at the beginning of the proof is
impossible.
Case (ii) is impossible as well. The proof for this case can be constructed from the proof
of case (i) by performing the following textual substitutions (in the order they are given):
N W → N E, W → E, SW → SE,
supx (αim ) ≤ infx (αj ) → supx (αj ) ≤ infx (αim ),
supx (αim ) → supx (αj ), infx (αj ) → infx (αim ).
For instance, case 1a of case (ii) is as follows:
(a) αim N W αj
The translation of this constraint into order constraints (Section 3.1) is
supx (αj ) ≤ infx (αim ) and supy (αj ) ≤ infy (αim ).
Since no order constraints involving supx (αim ) are introduced, this case is
impossible.
where, for convenience, we have underlined where the substitutions took place.
Similarly, we can show that cases (iii) and (iv) are also impossible (these cases are symmetric to cases (i) and (ii) respectively). Therefore, our original assumption about u0 does
not hold, i.e., u0 is a solution of O.

B

Proof of Theorem 3

“Only if”: Let us assume that the set of cardinal direction constraints C in variable a1 , . . . , an
is consistent. Let O be the set returned by Algorithm Transform when it is called with
input C. We will prove that
1. Set O has a maximal solution u0 .
2. Solution u0 satisfies Constraint NTB.
We will show first that there is an ordinary solution s0 of O that satisfies Constraint NTB.
Then, we will construct from s0 a maximal solution u0 of O that still satisfies Constraint
NTB.
If set C is consistent then there exist regions of REG ∗ that satisfy all constraints in C.
Let a R1 : · · · :Rk b be an arbitrary constraint in C. Since this constraint is satisfied, there
exist regions α, β and subregions α1 , . . . , αk of α such that α = α1 ∪ · · · ∪ αk and α1 R1 β,
. . ., αk Rk β hold (see definitions in Section 3.1). The existence of all these regions and their
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subregions implies the existence of their projections on x- and y-axes. The endpoints of these
projections satisfy all the order constraints introduced in set O by Algorithm Transform.
This follows from the discussion in Section 4. Such endpoints form a solution s0 of O.
Moreover, it follows from Lemma 2 that solution s0 also satisfies Constraint NTB.
Now let us use the substitutions of Lemma 1 to construct from s0 a maximal solution u0
of O. The maximal solution u0 satisfies all constraints of set O (Lemma 1), thus, we only
have to prove that u0 also satisfies Constraint NTB.
Constraint NTB contains expressions of the form:
mbb(s) ∩ mbb(s1 ) ∩ · · · ∩ mbb(sm ) is a non-trivial box

(Z)

Let σ, σ1 , . . ., σm be the regions that solution s0 assigns to region variables s, s1 , . . ., sm
0 be the regions that the maximal solution u0 assigns to the same region
and σ 0 , σ10 , . . ., σm
variables.
Since solution s0 satisfies Constraint NTB, we have:
mbb(σ) ∩ mbb(σ1 ) ∩ · · · ∩ mbb(σm ) is a non-trivial box
0 are formed by extending regions σ, σ , . . ., σ respectively (using
Regions σ 0 , σ10 , . . ., σm
1
m
the substitutions of Lemma 1). Thus, we have:

σ ⊆ σ0,

σ1 ⊆ σ10 ,

...,

0
σm ⊆ σm
.

0 also satisfy Expression Z, thus, the maximal
We can verify that regions σ 0 , σ10 , . . ., σm
solution u0 satisfies Constraint NTB.

“If”: Let C be a set of cardinal direction constraints in variables a1 , . . . , an and O be the set
returned by Algorithm Transform when it is called with input C. Let us assume that u0
is a maximal solution of O and u0 satisfies Constraint NTB. To prove that C is consistent,
we will use u0 to form regions (ρa1 , . . . , ρan ) that satisfy all constraints in C.
Let α1 , . . . , αn be the non-trivial boxes that u0 assigns to region variables a1 , . . . , an (see
also Proposition 2). Let us now consider an arbitrary region variable ai (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Let
us also assume that Cai = {c1 , . . . , cm } contains all constraints of C with region ai as the
primary region. Let
c1 ≡ (ai R11 : · · · :Rk11 aj1 )
..
.
cm ≡ (ai R1m : · · · :Rkmm ajm )
where R11 : · · · :Rk11 , . . ., R1m : · · · :Rkmm are cardinal direction relations and aj1 , . . . , ajm , 1 ≤
j1 , . . . , jm ≤ n are region variables. Every time one of these m constraints is processed by
Algorithm Transform, a new set of component variables corresponding to ai is introduced
m
(Step T1). Let S1 = {a1i1 , . . . , a1ik1 }, . . ., Sm = {am
i1 , . . . , aikm } be all such sets of component
variables.
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1 , . . . , α1 , . . ., αm , . . . αk
0
Let αi1
i1
ikm be the non-trivial boxes that u assigns to region variik1
m
ables a1i1 , . . . , a1ik1 , . . ., am
i1 , . . . , aikm respectively (see also Proposition 2).
Now let us consider the sets
1 ) ∪ · · · ∪ Π (α1 ), Θ = Π (α1 ) ∪ · · · ∪ Π (α1 )
Ξ1 = Πx (αi1
x ik1
1
y
y
i1
ik1
..
.
m ) ∪ · · · ∪ Π (αm ), Θ = Π (αm ) ∪ · · · ∪ Π (αm )
Ξm = Πx (αi1
x ikm
m
y
y
i1
ikm

of the x- and y-axis formed by considering sets S1 , . . . , Sm in turn.
Notice that since u0 is a maximal solution, all sets Ξ1 , . . . , Ξm have the same endpoints
with set Πx (αi ) and all sets Θ1 , . . . , Θm have the same endpoints with Πy (αi ) (according to
Lemma 1).
Let ∆1i , . . . , ∆m
i be regions formed as follows:
1
1
m
m
∆1i = αi1
∪ · · · ∪ αik
, . . . , ∆m
i = αi1 ∪ · · · ∪ αikm .
1
∗
Regions ∆1i , . . . , ∆m
i are well-defined regions in REG since they are formed by the union
of non-trivial boxes. From the above coincidence fact, regions αi , ∆1i , . . . , ∆m
i have the same
t
bounding box. Moreover, for any t, 1 ≤ t ≤ m, regions ∆i and αjt satisfy by construction
the constraint ct ≡ (ai R1t : · · · :Rkt t ajt ).
Let us consider region oai formed as follows:

oai = ∆1i ∩ · · · ∩ ∆m
i .
Equivalently, we have:
1
1
m
oai = (αi1
∪ · · · ∪ αik
) ∩ · · · ∩ (αi1
∪ · · · ∪ αimkm )
1

[

=

1
m
(αis
∩ · · · ∩ αis
)
m
1

(1)

1≤s1 ≤k1 , ..., 1≤sm ≤km
1
αis
1

m , (1 ≤ s ≤ k , . . . , 1 ≤ s ≤ k ) can be either empty or a
Each intersection
∩ · · · ∩ αis
1
1
m
m
m
trivial box or a non-trivial box.
1 ∩ · · · ∩ αm
We now form a region ρai defined as the union of all the intersections αis
ism
1
from Equation 1 that are non-trivial boxes.

We can now prove the following:
1. ρai is a non-empty region in REG ∗ .
Let us consider Equation 1. Since u0 satisfies Constraint NTB, that at least one of
the intersections forming the union is a non-trivial box, therefore, ρai is non-empty.
Moreover, by definition, ρai is the union of non-trivial boxes and, thus, is a region in
REG ∗ .
2. The assignment (ai , aj1 , . . . , ajm ) = (ρai , αj1 , . . . , αjm ) satisfies all constraints c1 , . . . , cm
in Cai .
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Let us consider an arbitrary constraint ct ≡ (ai R1t : · · · :Rkt t ajt ), 1 ≤ t ≤ m, in Cai . Let
t that u0 assigns
us also consider the component variable ati1 ∈ St of ai and the box αi1
to ati1 . Since u0 satisfies Constraint NTB there exist regions
1
1
1
αis
∈ {αi1
, . . . , αik
},
1
1

...,

m
m
m
αis
∈ {αi1
, . . . , αik
}
m
m

v is a non-trivial box and a subregion of ∆v = αv ∪· · ·∪αv )
(i.e., for any 1 ≤ v ≤ m, αis
i
i1
ikv
v
such that
m
t
1
∩ · · · ∩ αis
B = αi1
∩ αis
m
1

is a non-trivial box. Region B is a subregion of oai (see Equation 1) and a non-trivial
t lies completely in the
box, thus, it is also a subregion of ρai . Since non-trivial box αi1
R1t tile of αjt (from the definition of constraint ct ), box B also lies completely in the
R1t tile of αjt . Thus, region ρai has a subregion which is a non-trivial box and lies in
the R1t tile of αjt . Similarly, we can prove that region ρai has a subregion which is a
non-trivial box and lies in the Rst tile of αjt for any s such that 2 ≤ s ≤ kt .
Finally, we have to prove that region ρai lies completely in R1t (αjt ) ∪ · · · ∪ Rkt t (αjt ). In
other words, we have to prove that for every p ∈ <2 − (R1t (αjt ) ∪ · · · ∪ Rkt t (αjt )) we have
that p 6∈ ρai holds. If p ∈ <−(R1t (αjt )∪· · ·∪Rkt t (αjt )) holds, then p 6∈ ∆ti = ati1 ∪. . .∪atikt
also holds for every t such that 1 ≤ t ≤ m. It follows from the definition of region oai
that p 6∈ oai and, thus, p 6∈ ρai holds.
Therefore, ρai R1t : · · · :Rkt t αjt holds which proves the proposition.
3. Regions ρai and αi have the same bounding box, i.e., mbb(ρai ) = mbb(αi ).
Let ρai (γ1 , . . . , γl ), l ≤ m, be a region formed as ρai but using only constraints γ1 , . . . , γl ∈
{c1 , . . . , cm }. Notice that ρai (c1 , . . . , cm ) = ρai , ρai (ct ) = ∆ti for every 1 ≤ t ≤ m and
ρai (c1 , . . . , cl ) ∩ ρai (cl+1 , . . . , cl0 ) = ρai (c1 , . . . , cl , cl+1 , . . . , cl0 ) hold.
We will prove that infx (ρai (γ1 , . . . , γl )) = infx (ai ), for l ≥ 2. We will use induction on
the number of constraints l.
For l = 2, let γ1 and γ2 be two arbitrary constraints in {c1 , . . . , cm }. When Algorithm
Transform processes constraints γ1 and γ2 it introduces sets S1 and S2 of component
variables corresponding to ai respectively. Let Σ1 and Σ2 be the set of boxes that u0
assigns to the component variables of S1 and S2 respectively. Let also Φ and Ψ be
the sets containing all boxes in Σ1 and Σ2 respectively such that, for every s ∈ Φ ∪ Ψ,
infx (s) = infx (ai ) holds. Notice that since regions ρai (γ1 ) and ρai (γ2 ) have the same
minimum bounding box we have Φ 6= ∅ and Ψ 6= ∅.
Let us now assume that for all φ ∈ Φ and ψ ∈ Ψ, the intersection φ ∩ ψ is a trivial
box (i.e., it is either empty or a point or a line segment). This contradicts the fact
that u0 satisfies Constraint NTB, thus, there exist regions u ∈ Φ and v ∈ Ψ such
that u ∩ v is a non-trivial box. Moreover, u ∩ v is one of the intersections unioned to
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construct ρai (γ1 , γ2 ). Since u ∈ Φ and v ∈ Ψ, it is infx (u) = infx (v) = infx (αi ). Thus,
infx (ρai (γ1 , γ2 )) = infx (αi ) (see Figure 28).
mbb( i)
v

u

Figure 28: Proving that mbb(ρai ) = mbb(αi )
For the inductive step, we proceed as follows. Let γ1 , . . . , γl+1 be l + 1 ≤ m arbitrary
constraints in {c1 , . . . , cm }. We assume that infx (ρai (γ1 , . . . , γl )) = infx (ai ) holds. We
will prove that infx (ρai (γ1 , . . . , γl , γl+1 )) = infx (ai ) also holds. By their definition,
regions ρai (γl+1 ) and ρai (γ1 , . . . , γl ) are formed by the union of a finite set of nontrivial boxes. Let Σ1 and Σ2 be these sets. Let also Φ and Ψ be the sets containing all
boxes in Σ1 and Σ2 respectively such that, for every s ∈ Φ ∪ Ψ, infx (s) = infx (ai ) holds.
Similarly to the base step, we can prove that there exist regions u ∈ Φ and v ∈ Ψ such
that u ∩ v is a non-trivial box and thus, infx (ρai (γ1 , . . . , γl , γl+1 )) = infx (ai ) also holds.
In a similar way, we can also prove that supx (ρai ) = supx (ai ), infy (ρai ) = infy (ai ) and
supy (ρai ) = supy (ai ). Thus, mbb(ρai ) = mbb(αi ) holds.
Similarly to the construction of ρai , we can also form regions:
ρa1 , . . . , ρai−1 , ρai+1 , . . . , ρan ∈ REG ∗ .
Each region ρai , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is a non-empty, well-defined region in REG ∗ . Moreover, the
assignment
(a1 , . . . , an ) = (α1 , . . . , αi−1 , ρai , αi+1 , . . . , αn )
satisfies all constraints in Cai .
We will now show that the assignment (a1 , . . . , an ) = (ρa1 , . . . , ρan ) satisfies all constraints
in C. Let c ≡ (ai R aj ) be a constraint in C. From the previous discussion, we know that
regions ρai and αj satisfy constraint c. Since mbb(αj ) = mbb(ρaj ) it follows that regions ρai
and ρaj also satisfy constraint c. Therefore, the n-tuple (ρa1 , . . . , ρan ) is a solution of C.
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